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ELLINGTON SUPPORTERS — Members of the Ninth Dis-
trict Democratic Club, led by Squire H. T. Lockard, co-cam-
paign manager for the gubernatorial candidacy of Buford
Effington, went to the Nashville, Tenn. Hotel Noel head-
quarters of Mr. Ellington, last week, to help launch his
campaign to return to the Governor's office of the state.
Lockard Will Lead In
Ellington's -Campaign
Atty. H. T. Lockard, in his
position as the first Negro to
be chosen as a co-campaign
manager for a gubernatorial
candidate for the state of Ten-
nessee, led some forty-odd,
enthusiastic members of h i s
Ninth District Democratic Club
to Nashville, Tennessee last
week to help kick off the move
to return Buford Ellington to
the Governor's office.
Atty. Lockard and his group
were cordially received by Mr.
Ellington at his state campaign
headquarters located in the
plush Noel Hotel in Nashville.
With his arms around At-
torney Lockard's shoulders,
candidate Ellington told some
5,000 persons representing 85
of Tennessee's 95 counties that
Mr. Lockard was one of three
co-campaign managers for his
move to the Governor's chair
of Tennessee. He reminded the
audience that Mr. Lockard is
the first Negro to be elected
a squire of Shelby County since
Reconstructiqn. The three co-
managers for Mr. Ellington's
bid to return io the governor's
seat of Tennessee are Charles
Worley of Bristol, Tennessee,
Robert Taylor, a Nashville at-
torney, and Squire Lockard of
Memphis and Shelby County.
Mr. Lockard stated that he
has virtually completed plans
to be used in helping to sway
the electorate of Tennessee in
favor of Mr. Ellington for gov-
ernor. He announced that Mem-
phis headquarters for the El-
lington supporters will be
located at 193 South Wellington
street. The office will be staff-
ed and in operation in a few
days.
Members of the Ninth District
Democratic Club who accom-
panied Co-Campaign Manager
Lockard to Nashville included:
See LOCKARD Page 2
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Mr. Lockard registered another first in his political career
in being selected as the first Negro in Tennessee history to
be selected as a co-campaign manager in a governor's race.
His local headquarters during the campaign will be at
191 5. Wellington street.
TOPS AT LeMOYNE — Miss Cathelia Ann Barr, right, and
Miss Mary Maxine Gray, two LeMoyne graduates who re-
ceived their degrees Monday evening of this week, posted
the highest academic averages during their four years at
the college. Miss Barr had a
was 2.39. Highest a student
which equivalent to an 'A'.
2.43 average, and Miss Gray's
can score at LeMoyne is 3.00
Memphian Will Arrive
This Week From China
Atty. Truvillus Hall
To Aid Public Defender
An attorney who moved to
Memphis last September to
practice law has been appointed
an assistant in the Public De-
fender's office.
Atty. Truvillus Hall. a native
of Atlantic City, N. J., is the
second Negro lawyer to serve
in the office. Criminal Court
Judge Benjamin L. llooks serv-
ed in the same office until he
was appointed to the bench in
Division IV of Criminal Court
by Governor Frank Clement.
A graduate of Howard Univ-
ersity's College of Liberal Arts,
where he was president of his'
senior class, Mr. Hall did grad-
uate work in zoology before re-
turning to Howard University's
School of Law, from which he
was graduated with the class
of 1962, again as president of
his class.
Following graduation from
law school, Mr. Hall moved to
Nashville, where he served for
two years as an investigator
for the Wage and Hour Division
of the U.S. Department of
Labor.
He is a partner with Atty.
J. 0. Patterson, Jr., in the law
firm of Patterson and Hall with
offices in the Oglethorpe build-
.'TTORNEY TRIVILLUS
Former GI En Route
With Wife, Two Kids
By NAT WILLIAMS
The attractive mother of four
daughters, one son and fifteen
grandchildren, stood in her liv-
ing-room and smiled tiredly but
tolerantly as a Tri-State Defen-
der reporter asked her several
questions.
Mrs. Gladys Peoples, 1958
Doris Street. has been "worn-
)tit" with reporters and news-
folk . . . calling and coming
to see her. They have repre-
sented publications all over the
world.
They want to know more
about the family and back-
ground of Clarence Adams,
Mrs. Peoples's son, who is des-
cribed as a "defector" from
the United States armed forces
that fought in Korea.
Former Cpl. Clarence Adams
was a prisoner of war to Chi-
nese forces in Korea when he
HALL' decided to remain in China af-
ing at 224 S. Wellington
Atty. Hall lives at 2024
ner circle.
Business Men
Cathelia Barr Tops Boost Beale's
In Class At LeMoyne
Miss Cathelia Ann
elementary- education
ELK BEAUTY WINNERS—Winners in the
beauty and talent contest staged by the
Memphis Elks' R. R. Church Lodge 1477,
are left to right: Misses Rita Sample, 2517
Spottswood, first alternate; Frances Cook,
542 LaCiede, second alternate, and Dorothy
Jean Cox, first place winner. Misses Cox
Barr, an
major of
and Sample are students at Melrose High
School. Miss Cook is a student at Booker
T. Washington High. Miss Cox went to
Nashville later and won the state-wide title
of "Miss Tennessee of Elk-dom". She will
compete in t h e Elks' national contest in
Cleveland, Ohio in August.
868-D Walker, topped LeMoyne's
1966 graduating class with a
2.43 overall average during the
four years she was at the col-
lege.
Pushing her a close second
was Miss Mary Maxine Gray,
a history major of 1397 Ral-
ston, with an average of 2.39.
LeMoyne is on a 3.00 grad-
ing system, the highest a stu-
dent can score at the college.
The college awarded degrees
to 87 at commencement Monday
evening. Twenty-two other
seniors who marched on the
weekend will receive their de-
grees after completing their
study during the summer ses-
sion.
Baccalaureate speaker Sun-
day was the Rev. Chester L.
Marcus,of New York City. The
commencement address w a s
delivered by Dr. John M. Stal-
naker of Evanston, Ill.
Candidates were presented by
Dean Lionel A. Arnold and de-
grees were conferred by Pres-
ident Hollis F. Price.
Other LeMoyne graduates
scoring 2.00 or better w e r e:
Miss Lois M. McGowan, 2.08;
Miss Emily Ann Pettigrew,
2.03; Miss Verna Royster, 2.01;
Miss Bennie B. Teague, 2.19;
Miss Dorothy Thompson, 2.25;
Miss Patricia Slaine Williams,
2.22, and Miss Anne Marie
Ford, 2.18.
Seniors marching on the week-
end were:
Bachelor of Arts Degree In
Humanities
Cathelia Ann Barr, Milton J.
Brinkley, Marva R. Brown,
Jacqueline Delores Bruc e,
Aubrey Marie Bryant. Stanley
E. Bryant, Eleanor Jean Cole,
Gloria Jean Copeland, Laura
Estell Echols, Maggie Hodges
Edwards Willye Ruth Tennial
Geeter, Vera Hale, Joan Anita
Hampton, Georgia L. Hodges,
Florine Hobbs Jackson, Carol
JoAnn Laws, Evelyn Louise
Le wi 5, Geraldine Raynetta
Lynom, Tealie Collins McClen-
don, Georiga Elaine Mayhorn,
Hunt Mitchell, Claudine Adams
Moore, Aline Collins Nelson,
Annie Lee Rainey, Lithe Lee
See LeMOYNE Page 2
A suggestion coupled with a
plea for the recognition of the
"blues" as being of Memphis
origin was made last week by
the man who "blew the blues
from a book . • . like Handy
blew then') from a trumpet".
Lt. George W. Lee, author,
businessman; politician and civ-
ic leader, wrote a letter to
the Memphis Downtown Asso-
ciation, praising them for their
splendid program "to bring life
back to Main Street and the
glory that was Beale Street"
.which "has stirred the pride
of the people, strikingly devot-
ed to its gorgeous and mello-
dramatic past; but since
Beale Street has been declared
a historical landmark, I res-
pectfully suggest that in order
to make Beale Street the tour-
ist center that it was when it
drew sightseers from every
quarter of the globe to listen
to its smoking, red-hot synco-
pation, you should re-examine
your Preservation Hall Pro-
gram, with its Jazz Musicians
from New Orleans, and p r o-;
mote a program to i n cl u d e
with your present program
Blues musicians from Memphis
and Beale Street.
"Let an old time Memphis'
band play the blues of Beale
Asked To
History
ter to the Downtown Associa-
tion that Mr. W. C. Handy,
"Father of the Blues" was on
hand to blow his trumpet at
the Me.-iphis premiere, staged
at the Malco Theater. But the
Memphis-New Orleans "blues
battle" was not decisively end-
ed.
Lieutenant Lee's letter of last
week to the Downtown Associa-
tion, sponsors of the program
to bring new life to Beale
Street and make it a tourist
center, was designed to fill in
the association members with
the xue history of the blues
and Beale Street, and persuade
them to give more emphasis
to the Memphis version of the
blues, rather than succumb to
the New Orleans jazz cult.
Mr. Lee is Memphis' best ad-
vocate for the blues and Beale
Street. He is the author of the
famed best-selling book, "Beale
Street where the Blues Began",
Memphis Pastor
Is Elected To
Street, along with the old - Mission Post
timers from New Orleans, with
their jazz from Basin and Ram-
part Streets. As it is now, we
become the unconscious and
serviceable instruments not on-
ly promoting New Orleans as
a tourist center, but giving
them something with which to
strengthen their claim of New
Orleans being the birth place
of the blues".
Mr. Lee was referring to the
1941 argument between N e w
Orleans and Memphis advo-
c,ates relative to the origin of
the blues . . .based on a movie
released by the Paramount
Company, "The Birth of t h e
Blues", starring Bing Crosby,
Mary Martin, and Brian Donle-
vy. The picture stirred up quite
a controversy between citizens
of Memphis and New Orleans.
The picture was premiered
in both Memphis and N e w
Orleans. But Memphians were
not pleased with the implication
that New Orleans was really
the birthplace of the blues.
Mr. Lee reviewed the argu-
ment and mentioned in his let
Dr. H. Clarke Nabrit, pastor
of First Baptist Church (Laud-
erdale) of Memphis became the
second Negro member of the
Home Mission Societies Board
of the great American Baptist
Convention, last week.
Dr. Nabrit, whose church is
one of the two churches in the
city of Memphis affiliated with
the million and a half mem-
bers comprising the American
Baptist Convention, also served
on one of the three committees
of the convention during its
sessions. He served on the Or-
der of Business Committee,
that regulates the flow of busi-
ness that will come before the
convention while it is in session.
The Nominating Committee
of the convention placed Dr.
Nabrit's name on the ballot,
and he was elected a member
of the Home Mission Societies
Board. He joins Dr. Thomas
Kilgore, of Second Baptist
Church, Los Angeles as t h e
See PASTOR Page 2
ter being offered a chance to
return to the United States.
Considerable publicity was giv-
en to his decision.
THERE 12 YEARS
Now, a greater amount of
publicity is being given to his
decision to return to the United
States after almost 12 years in
China. While in China he work-
ed as a language translator.
He married a Chinese wife and
is the father of two children.
The general reason for his de-
cision to return to America is
only implied, despite the scores
of interviews via news media
which he has granted.
A dramatic touch was given
to the Memphian's decision to
return when he was delayed in
the time-table generally believ-
ed to indicate when he would
arrive in the United States.
Mrs. People was asked who-
See FORMER GI page 2
Man In The News
U. S. ATTORNEY HORTON
High Praise Is Given
Asst. U. S. Attorney
By ERMA LAWS
"He's level headed with his
feet on the ground".
"He has integrity and is sin-
cere".
These are just a few of the
comments one is likely to hear
about Assistant United States
Attorney C. Odell Horton, Jr.,
the "Man in the News". He
was appointed to this position
by the former Attorney Gen-
eral of the United States Rob-
ert F. Kennedy in April, 1962,
on the recommendation of Sen-
ator Albert Gore and the late
Senator Estes Kefauver.
In the position of Assistant
Attorney General he assists
United States Attorney Thomas
L. Robinson in serving as At-
torney for the United States
Government in legal matters
arising in West Tennessee af-
fecting the United States.
In addition, he represents the
United States in the prosecu-
tion of persons charged with
violating the criminal laws of
the United States. He a 1 s o
serves as Attorney for the Unit-
ed States of America in as-
signed eases presented to the
United States Court of Appeals
for the Sixth Circuit in Cincin-
nati, Ohio.
The 37-year old Atty. Horton
is a native of Bolivar, Tenn.
and the son of Mrs. Rosa L.
Horton of Bolivar. He is mar-
ried to the former Miss Evie
L. Randolph also of Bolivar
and they are the parents of a
four year old eon, Odell. Mrs.
Horton teaches Home Econo-
See PRAISE Page 2
See AKA's 'Magic World Of Fashions' Sunday June 5 At Melrose!
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mica at Carver High School.
Assistant United States At-
torney Horton was graduated
from Morehouse, in Atlanta.
Georgia in L351, and received
his law degree from Howard
University Law School in 1901.
He was licensed to practice
law in the stale at Tenne,ssee
in 1957.
He is a member of the Mt.
Pisgah C. WE. Church- Board
of Directors, Tall Trees Youth
Guidance School; Memphis and
Shelby County Health and Med-
fare Planning Council; Ameri-
can Bar Association and t h e
NAACP. For a number of years
Asst U. S. Atty. Horton served
on the Advisory Board and the
Board of Directors of Family
Service but the pressure of
new duties and responsibilities
causei him to resign.
JUNE
SPECIALS
at Money Saving LOW, LOW PRICES!
PLUS EASY TERMS
BIG 7 FT.
UMBRELLA
Tilting Umbrella in colorful vinyl.
Solid green top with floral print.
The 4" fringe makes it look much
more expensive. Aluminum pole
. adds Beauty and will last for
years.
$24"
SAVE 9.96
ALUMINUM FOLDING
CHAIRS
4"
Limited Quantify
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3-WAY FAN
Can be used as a floor
circulator, window fan cA,
children. Thermostat con-
trol.
$7988
BUY ON HAVERTY'S
EASY TERMS
WESTINGHOUSE
VACUUM CLEANER
You would expect to pay 8 much higher
price for this type cleaner. Has I HP of
cleaning power. Plus the 6-pc. tilt of at-
tachments.
$74"
Includes 6 Pc. Attachments
AIR CONDITIONERS
BIG 10,000 BTU UNIT
Get an air conditioner that
blends with your furniture.
Unit has 2-speed cooling.
Push button control. Auto-
matic thermostat and tilt-
down front.
SLEEP COOL FOR
ONLY
$300 PER WK.
Register for Free Air Conditioner.
ApossemfialmellormilINSISLA\
4 SPEAKER
CONSOLE STEREO
WITH RADIO
The beautiful walnut cabinet has 4 8"
speakers. Diamond needle and auto-
matic record changer makes this an ex-
ceptional value.
$129
DOWNTOWN 157 SO. MAIN 526-598$
3105 PARK AYE.. 323-7556
3432 SUMMER AVE. 422-7308
WHITERAYEN 4212 Hwy 5f S. 3'llf-04911
EASY TERMS ON ALL PURCHASES AT HAVERTrS
Lockard
COLLEG1ATES JOIN FIGHT-
members of t b e Collegiate
Associates are spearheading a
drive I. raise funds for re-
Contined From Page 1 search to combat sickle cell
John Anderson, Dr. M. Black- anemia. a disease which Rs&
burn, James Ballard, Mrs. a: per cult of Its victims ameag
Mildred Barnett, Ben Blakey, Negroes, and here members at
MTS. Elsie L. Cooper, Mrs. Ethel gale argaairsosa leak sia as De.
Dodson, Mrs. Bobbie J. Flow- L W. Diggs, director of Sickle
era, Mrs. Elsie Ford, Mrs. R. cell Anemia Research Coster
F. Goodman, Mrs. Catherine at the University of Tennessee
Hamilton, James Hawkins, Mrs. explains various aspects of the
  
annual meeting and reunion
Hurley, Howard Jackson, Miss Maurice Tate, registered nurse campus.
theC. D. Holloman. Mrs. Shirley disease. From left are M r s .
Louella Jackson. Jesse Jones. at the Center; Matthew Sim- 
held Saturday on the college
Claude Jones. Mrs. Rosetta mons, Collegiate Associate Mr. Henderson, an employe
Leatherwood, Mrs. Henry Lewis, member; Mrs. Hazel Knight, of the Memphis Park and Re-
H. T. Lockard, Mrs. Flora L. creation Commission, had serv-
ed as first vice president dur-
ing the last two years. He suc-
ceeds Lonnie Briscoe, a sales-
man, of 753 Boston.
Mitchell, Leonard Mitchell, Mrs.
Lorene Nelson, Mrs. Addie
Oliver, Mrs. E. L. Plunkett,
Elizah Robinson, Mrs. Irene
Scurlock, Mrs. Mozella Smith,
Mrs. Ella M. Stewart, Mr. B.
R. Taylor, Charlie Walton, Mrs.
B. T. Whittson, Mr. and Mrs.
E. T. Withers, Mr. Avella
Wright, and Bishop P. L. John-
son.
Speculation regarding the
widely-publicized "split" among
the younger Negro political
leaders of Memphis, involving
Atty. Lockard and Russell
Sugarmon and A. W. Willis was
not attempted by the Squire
during a recent interview.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVINIINI
V LOCATIONS
••• *Mitt *OV
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receptionist; A. B. Roberson,
also a Collegiate Associate
member, Dr. Diggs, and Mrs.
Ain Webb, secretary at th e
center.
Former GI
Cantlased From Page
ther or not the was apprehen-
sive about her son's returning
to this country and Memphis
. . . 
whether or not she feared
he had made the wrong deci-
sion.
She said, "Some people may
resent his coming back. Others
won't. Some may feel as I do,
that he may have gained ex-
periences first-hand which will
make him make an intelligent
choice between the Chinese sys-
tem and our American way of
life. Evidently, he has decided
in favor of the American way.'
LeMoyne Alumni Elect
Memphian President
Elmer L Henderson, of 722
E. McLemore, was elected na-
tional president of LeMoyne's
General Alumni Association at
Melrose Junior Wins
Elks' Beauty Contest
"Tennessee's prettiest girl",
as the Elks of the state view
it, is a native of Memphis,
Miss Dorothy Jean Cox, daugh-
ter of Rev. and Mrs. W. H.
Cox, 3046 McAdoo Street.
The talented, 17-year o 1 d
beauty, a junior at Melrose
High School, won the state-
wide beauty and talent contest
sponsored by the Tennessee
Elks in Nashville, after having
won the local contest May 4.
Miss Cox is now slated to at-
tend the Elks' national conven-
tion in Cleveland, Ohio this
summer. . .in August.
She is being sponsored by the
R. R. Church Lodge No. 1477,
founded and directed by Mau-
rice Hulbert Sr., prominent
Memphis fraternal and busi-
ness leader.
In Cleveland the pretty
Sloe CALYPSO • WNW NPS40
Solid.State. Plays an rrcOrd
s+zes. Vinyl covered cabinet
in two-tone Gray color or two.
tone Beige color.
rikraWarawars wwwwil woe Pew.
with purchase
of
ALL NEW
1114011
ONLY 149
Per Wk.
owl!"
transistorized
INSTANT PLAY PORTABLE STEREO
NEW ZENITH T. V. PRICES
START AT . S9900 New In Carton
USED T. V.'s 
$3500
CHECK OUR NEW & USED FURNITURE
SPECIALS
MORGAN FURNITURE
& T.V. SALES
240 E. hicl.•more Ph. 942-0046
Memphian will compete for the
title "Miss America of Elk-
dom". Should she win it. Miss
Cox will receive four-year all-
expense scholarship to the col-
lege of her choice, along with
numerous other v a lu a ble
awards. The "Miss America
Elkdom" title will give her na-
tional recognition and access to
other avenues of expression for
her talent and beauty, accord-
ing to Mr. Hulbert.
Miss Cox is a member of the
majorette unit of the Melrose
High School band, and has dis-
tinguished herself as an adept
fire baton twirler.
Mr. Hulbert points out that
Miss Cox is spearheading the
membership drive for the R.
R. Church Lodge. She will be
the featured attraction and hos-
tess at a series of special
events, parties, and other pro-
jects designed to attract mem-
berships. The drive will con-
tinue through August 20. Cal-
vin Railings is Exalted Ruler
of the lodge. He heads t h e
first integrated Elks lodge in
the state.
Mr. Hulbert said a special
dispensation in the matter of
joining fees will be given those
who join the lodge while the
membership drive is in pro-
gress.
Le Moyne
Mr. Henderson, also presi-
dent of the LeMoyne Alumni
Club in Memphis, nosed o u t
Jerry Taylor of Washington,
D. C. Mr. Taylor is president of
the Wzsbington LeMoyne Club.
Alumni attending the Satur-
day meeting and reunion activ-
ities gave the college $3,500 in
cash gifts. This will be match-
ed dollar for dollar by t h e
Skan Foundation.
National officers re-elected
were Mrs. Mary Cotton Pruitt,
of 655 Edith, recording secre-
tary; Mrs. Lettie L. Poston,
of 1661 Monsarrat, treasurer;
T. R. McLemore, of 1847
Netherwood, and Mrs. Ann L.
Weathers, 666 Pontotoc; Miss
Harry Mae Simons, 731 Hast-
ings, and Mrs. Charle P. Rol-
and, 1313 South Parkway
East, executive committee
members at large.
The annual meeting attracted
out-of-town alumni from Mis-
sissippi, Tennessee, Texas, Chi-
cago, Detroit and Washington,
D. C.
Mrs. Catherine Branch Sim-
mons, of 1793 Greenview Circle,
and Mrs. Erie Hill Rose, of
1891 South Parkway East, both
city school teachers, were co-
chairmen of the reunion.
Continued From Page 1
Rogers, Robie Louise Shaw, Ida
Jean Smith, Idella Dyson Sul-
livan, Lo i s J. Davis Sykes,
Taylor, Mamie Kilbom Taylor,
Jacqueline Ann Thomas, Lillie
Pearl VanPelt, Delores Bond
Vinzant, Bernie Ophelia Wash-
ington, Edna Margaret Whittak-
er, Ends Margaret White, Alma
J. Williams, Canary LaGail
Nealey Laverne Wil-
liams, Dardeen Willis, Helen
'Jane Wilson, Beverly Sanford
Baines, Clarice Lucille Brad-
ford, Ola Carolyn Harris,
Annye Stephens Hughes, Yumie
Kirk, Ruth Elaine Lee, Lois
M. McGowan, Emily Ann Pet-
tigrew, Lillie Beatrice R a y,
Bobbie Lee Raybourne, Verna
Royster, Bennie Beatrice Tea-
gue, Dorothy Thompson,
Georganne Wainwright, Patricia
Elaine Williams.
B.S. in Natural Science
Lilia Ann Abron, Irene Turner
Barrentine, Anne Marie Ford,
James Calvin Haley, Delcenia
Johnson, Augusta W. Kelley,
Marvenia Logan, Leon Sandy
Mitchell. Merriweather Rogers,
Jr., Forrestine H. Wadlington,
BA. in Social Science
Richard Maurice Allen, Mar-
garet Ann Caplets, Freddie Mae
Foster, Lawrence W. Garrett,
Mart Maxine Gray, Ernest
Hardin, Dorothy L Harris.
Catherine E. Ivy, Jerry M
Joimon, Lois J. Loyd, Carl G
Maple, Deloris J. Miller, Ruby
L. R..gulen, Clinton Taylor,
Lola Taylor, Mildred Wiggins.
GUILD COMPLAINT
BETTE& AMERICAN
One of Adam's sisters, Mrs.
Nellie Tate of Memphis, who
was present at the interview,
agreed with her mother that
"this experience may make
him an even better American".
Neither the mother nor the sis-
ter seemed apprehensive about
the reception Adams may re-
ceive when he returns to the
States.
Like other Memphians, they
were aware of the headlines,
announcing that 37-year-old for-
mer Army corporal had reach-
e4 Hong Kong, China, and was
only awaiting further cutting
of bureaucratic red-tape to
speed him on to Memphis.
Mrs. Peoples, a seamstress.
admitted that the financial aid
she will give her son and his
family to get back to Memphis
is a steep bilL She evidenced
no regrets over that however.
A very articulate woman,
Mrs. Peoples spoke at some
length regarding her reactions
to the tensions evoked by the
spotlight of publicity which has
been focused on her and her
family about her son's action.
She recalled that he had vol-
untarily left Booker T. Wash-
ington High School in his sen-
ior year to enter the armed
forces.
She noted that her daughters
and son, and their children are
very much a part of her We
Reporters and others who have
Interviewed her have been sur-
prised by her youthful appear-
ance and verve. Her well-ap-
pointed home at 1523 Doris
suggests the abode of a much
younger person.
Mrs. Peoples is a long-time
member of Metropolitan Bap-
tist Church, Rev. S. A. Owen.
pastor.
Her children are Mrs. Nel-
lie Tate, Mrs. Barbara Wright.
Mrs. Kate Lane, Mrs. Alice
Jeffery, and Clarence Adams.
Two of her children live in
Memphis with their families.
Mr. Adams has already pub-
licly announced his intention of
coming directly to Memphis to
his mother's residence. He is
expected in a few days. His
mother has arranged air-line
transportation for him and his
family.
HOUSTON — (UPI) — The
National Labor Relations Board
opened a hearing to decide whe-
ther Joseph Savarin, a former
nightclub emcee and comedian,
was fired by the American
Guild of Vareity Artists for
union activity. Savarin charged
the guild fired him for trying to
organize its representatives into
their own union.
Pastor
Continued From Page 1
other Negro member of this
board.
The Home Mission Societies
are responsible for all missions
stationed here in the United
Stztes, Mexico, and the Latin
American countries.
Dr. Nabrit served as Director
of Negro Work in Education for
the American Baptist Conven-
tion, prior to assuming the pas-
torate of First Baptist Church
(Lauderdale) in 1947, succeed-
ing the late Dr. T. 0. Fuller
bia, DAISY
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The most touching
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MRS. OUTLAW RETIRES — Mrs Waterine Outlaw, second
grade teacher at Georgia Avenue Elementary School is
retiring this year and is shown receiving a gift from the
principal Mrs. Othella S. Shannon, on behalf of the faculh.
Left to right are Mrs. Jessie K. Presley, second grade
chairman; John Outlaw husband of the honoree; Mrs. Out-
law, Mrs. Shannon, Mrs. Ethel C. Bell, fifth grade chair-
man and Phillip Dean, assistant principal.
2nd Grade Teacher Retirement Fete
Mrs. Walterine Outlaw, well 
-1
known Memphis school teacherl
was honored with a retirement
party Wednesday May 9, in the
social rooms of Club Paradise
by the principals and teachers
of Georgia Avenue S c h ool
where she teaches se c one
grade.
Mrs. Othella S. Shannon, prin-
cipal of Georgia Avenue pre-
sented Mrs. Outlaw with a
gold watch and a pair of ear-
rings on behalf of the faculty. grade teacher out on maternity
leave from the school and Mrs.In making the presentation the
Marian Holly, sixth grade
eacher also on maternity leave
came out to pay homage to
their co-worker.
principal recalled the sterling
qualities of character that the
honoree has shown overt he
years of her teaching career.
i—LAM •D
STUDIOS
ME MPH I 5, 'TENNI.
ORGANS • PIANOS
SALES • SERVICE•RENTALS
Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins Ext.
Present to share the auspi-
cious occasion with his wife
was John Outlaw teacher at
Carver High School and a few
close friends of the honoree,
Mrs. Alma Booth, Mrs. Augus-
ta Cash, Mrs. Juanita Brink-
ley and Mrs. Lillian Campbell.
Two retired teachers of Geor-
gia Avenue school, Mrs. Jennie
Tarpley and Mrs. Omega Shel-
to also attended the party. Mrs.
Jacqueline Hawkins, a second
Other members of the facul-
ty attending the party and ad-
miring the Mexican decorations
which foretold of the trip Mrs.
Outlaw will take with her hus-
band in June when he takes
his Social Studies class to Mex-
ico were: Phillip Dean, asst.
principal; Miss Emma Louise
Bell, Mrs. Ethel C. Bell, Miss
Margaret Bland, Lafayette
Brown, Miss Ruby L. Brown,
Mrs. Sara P. Brown, Mrs. Ma-
ry M. Bullock, Mrs. Ellen Cal-
lan, Mrs. Alma B. Carr, Mrs.
Mary R. Cole, Mrs. Helen S.
Cooke, Mrs. Marguerite Cox,
Miss Peggy A. Cox, Mrs. Lynn
B. ,Dandridge, Mrs. Urla B. Da-,Mrs. Shirley
vis, Mrs. Wilma G. Dixon, Mrs. Gloria
Lelia W. Flagg, Mrs. Wyrinie
D. Foster, Mrs. Alice W. Hall,
Mrs. Alminnie Hardaway, Mrs.
Erline Harper, Mrs. Gloria Ho-
ward, Mrs. Opal T. Jackson,
Mrs. Esther A. Jones, Mrs.
Barbara R. Knowles, Mrs. Sa-
ra Lewis, Mrs. Elsie R. Malun-
da, Mrs. Daisy N. Mays, Mrs.
Gladys C. MeChriston, Mrs.1
Mollie A. McCright and Mrs.
LarceniaM cDaniel.
Enjoying the music of Irving
Reason and his band were oth-
er faculty members: Mrs. Lil-
lie M. Phillips, Miss Augustine
Pickett, Mrs. Thelma G .Pic-
kett, Mrs. Harriet J. Pippin,
Miss Dorothy Pope, Mrs. Mary
H. Porter, Mrs. Jessie K. Pres-
ley, Commodore F;rimous, Mrs.
Barbara W. Randle, Mrs. John-
nie P. Redd, Miss Grelia E.
Reeves, Mrs. Ernestine T. Rice,
Miss Lillie B. Roberts, M r s.
Linda Sanders and Mrs. Mari-
lees Scott.'
Admiring the many gifts the
honoree received from the dif-
ferent grades were Mrs. Ritta
P. Smith, Mrs. George E. Stew-
art, Mrs. Bobbie V. Stokes
Mrs. Jeraldine T. Taylor, Mrs.
Julia Q. Thornton, Miss Eliza-
beth Toles, Mrs. Emma Turner
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STORES
PRICES GOOD
80 N. Main St.
THURS., FRI., SAT., MON.—QUANTITIES LIMITED
WE TAKE FOOD STAMPS
FRESH WHOLE
FRYERS29!.
ROAST BEEI'DoCurFi'djCKS 39c
Turkey Necks L8 19
Turkey Tails LB. 1 9
Corn On Cob 5°,
Rib Steaks LB 65'
Bologna King CottonAll MeatPound 49°
Solid Oleo 2P-nd35c
Roosted
on
Raw
12 Lb. 15°
Grape Jelly 8;1. 25e
Omega Flour aLn 550
Turkey Wings" 33°
Turkeys AllSizesLb. 35'
Lamb Necks 29e
Club Steaks"15e
LeonSpare Ribs hp.o:.:r:,,c, 39e
Large Eggs.B..., 39'
Sardimes Maine4 Oz.Can 10°
Meal Honey Suckle5 Lb.Bog 29°
Deans Coffee B 69'
BREAD
ALL BRANDS
14 Oz. Loaf
Regular
2 for 35c 15'
Ward.
Vann, and M r a.
Participating in the games
were Mrs. Joyce B. Wedding-
ton, Mrs. Juanita Wherry, Mrs.
Grace J. Williams, Mrs. Helen
M. Williams. Mrs. LaPearl Wil-
liams, Lev Williams, Mrs. Pear
he L. Williams and Miss Doro-
thy Woods.
Thanks Defender
For Coverage
Dear Defender:
The Chicago Chapter of the
Circle-Lets wish to thank you
for the generous picture cover-
age you gave our Luau. The
photographer, Robert
did a splendid job,
by Theresa
was excellent.
story
Hooks
Our sincere thanks
interest you showed in
affair.
Arery truly yours,
Louise Hall, president
Lillian Mehlinger,
Black, I
and the
Fambro
for the
our club
secretary
FUNDS NEEDED FOR DELEGATE — Members of the
NAACP Youth Council and Intercollegiate chapter are
working to raise funds to send a delegate to the NAACP
National Convention to be held in Los Angeles and here
they pose with Mal Goode, ABC newsman who was in Mem-
phis as speaker at mass rally on May 15. Seated from left
SURVEY SHOWS
Catholic Women Admit
Using Birth Control Pill
PRINCETON, N. 3. — (UPI)
—Twenty-one per cent of Ro-
man Catholic wives under the
age of 45 interviewed in a na-
tional survey said they have
used birth control pills, two
population research professors
have reported.
Prof. Charles F. Westoff, as-
sociate director of Princeton l
University's Office of Population,
Research, and Prof. Norman,
Ryder of the University of Wis-
consin said the figure for Cathon
lies compared with 29 per cent
among non-Catholic wives.
"The religious differential is
less than expected," Westoff
and Ryder said in a report re-
leased at Princeton. Present
Roman Catholic doctrine prohib-
its the use of cortraceptives.
The study was based on hour-
long intexviews with 5,600 mar-
ried women under age 55. It
was conducted under the aus-
pices of the Office of Popula•
tion Research at Princeton and
the National Institute
Health and Human
ment.
In their findings, the two re-
searchers said birth control pills
were especially popular among
younger wives. They said 30
per cent of married women un-
der age 25 currently use the
pill. Ten per cent of wives un-
der 25 have temporarily stopped
using it and only 5 per cent of
wives over 40 now use it, West-
off and Ryder said.
The men said they concluded
from their study that oral con-
traceptives will be a major,
and perhaps the leading, method
of controlling birth in the near
future.
New Subscription Order ,a, a
. a
1 Kindly send me the Tri-State 1
t i
1 Defender to address below i
t One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
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ESKIMO
neat the mummer heal' 2-speed..
20"BREEZE BOX FAN
Put tool comfort where ,
wit need it most. Slim
styled box has push but
toll panel on top. stet
grille. Turquoise. AC only.
I 17)
99
-014111100- YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
are Kenneth Cox, Jackie Hall, LaDorris Hall, Pat May
weather, Mr. Goode, Rosalyn Willis and Carla Allen.
Standing, same order are Eva Mayweather, Anthony
Phillips Turner Gilmore, Emma Mayweather, Anthony Mor-
ris, Carol Jones, Alvin Higgs, Elaine Lee and Melvin Tur-
ner. (Withers Photo)
Migrant Worker
Hacked Up By Women
ENGLISHTOWN, N. J. —
(UPI) — Two women hacked a
migrant worker to death with
an ax and a kitchen knife.
Police said the victim, Jo-
seph Perrell, 45, was the com-
mon-law husband of one of thel
women. He was found dead n
a blood-soaked bed in his one-
story wooden shanty.
Police learned that Perrell
had gotten into a fight with his
common-law wife, Sara Lou
Grant, 46, and another woman,
Suzy Mae George, 51).
of Child 0111118•111•111•111••••••11111111•11111•131111111111111111•111111
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libirlane 500
G.T. SPECIALS
HARDTOPS SALE!
At A Special Low Price
For Fairlane's Sale of the Year
ONLY . . . . $2095
If you want to do ell your own shifting, die 4epeed
for you. ?airbuses optional 4-speed manual transntis-
ion (available with VA's) is fully synchronised with
higher numerical ratio in first gear. Gives fast takeoff
from standing start. Flow-mounted shift lever has posi-
tive reverse-gear lockout
Special with the Fairiacie G'T A is new Sport Shift
Cruise-O-Matir Drive, which permits both manual
semi automatic thifting. For manual gear changing, move
shift lever back to LOW (I) anti upshift through 2nd
(21 and into High or Drive (1)). For fully automatic
shifting, amply move lever to Drive and go!
FAIRLANES FAIRLANES FAIRLANIS
Finance Plan 10 Fit Everyone's Pocket
•
$59" DOWN
$5000
/ PER MONTH
A Limit Amount For Special Sale - So . .
Come out to Herff on Summer today — It will only
take a minute to make your deal!
BETTER BUY AT
HERFIF FORD
WOOLWORTH'S 2450 SUMMER AVE. 458-1151
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DEGREE FOR REV. HERRING — Choir members from
various churches in Memphis were on hand to sing on the
program when Rev. Samuel H. Herring received the honor-
ary Doctor of Divinity degree from Central Mississippi col-
lege of Kociusko, Miss., recently, with a number of his
friends present in academic regalia. Standing in front,
from left, are James Connaley, Noble Owens, R. J. Roddy,
Omar Robinson, Jr., Squire H. T. Lockard, Dr. Roy Love,
Mrs. Charlene Turner, Dr. f. L. Rowe, Mrs. Imogene Hill,
Re.. James E. Estes and W. W. Walker. On the rostrum,
from left, are Rev. W. L. Varnado, Dean R. B. Gayden,
President C. A. Garland, Dr., S. H. Herring, Melvin Con-
ley and Dr. P. Gonya Hentrel. (Hooks Bros. Photo)
Rev. Herring Gets St. Thomas Notes Growth
Honorary Degree Following Consolidation
Rev. Samuel H. Herring, pas-
tor of St. Paul Baptist church
at 1144 E. McLemore, received
the honorary Doctor of Divini-
ty degree from Central Missis-
sippi college at Kociusko, Miss.,
recently in a ceremony held at
the church. The degree was con-
ferred by President C. A. Gar-
land.
A number of friends and
well-wishers of Rev. Herring
were present for the ceremony.,
Samuel Goodloe directed a mu-
sical group composed of various
choirs, with music suitable for
the occasion.
The invocation was given by
Rev. W. L. Varnado, while the
convocation address was given
by Rev. R. B. Gayden, dean of
CMC. The honoree was present-
ed by Melvin Conley, after
which the degree was conferred
by President Garland.
In his acceptance of the de-
gree, Rev. Herring expressedi
appreciation to his teachers,
his school, relatives and friends
who have had a role in his
education, as well as to the
members of his church.
A highlight of the evening
was the appearance of Mayor;
William B. Ingram, who pre-;
sented Dr. Herring with a "key1
to the city" and an award of
merit.
Other participants on the pro-i
gram were W. W. Walker, whol
recognized the visitors; Coin-
missioner Hunter Lane, Jr.,
who gave a short talk congratu-
lating the minister, and Rev.
P. Gonya Hentrel. who offered
the benediction.
ception was held for Dr. Her
Following the program, a re-.1
ring and his wife in the lower,
level of the church. They were
presented cards, gifts, tele-
i grams and other congratula-
tory messages.
• 
Results Assured
on Pickles Cured
with SPEAS
Apple Cider or White Distilled
VINEGAR
NOME STYLE 1 
ROSNER DILL MILES
To elms quart .tar add.
1 lood fresh dill
2 to doves sole
06mmendlew as atm)
1 ma, dr gram Met mum topliceme
*Mad tbasbilsio onembaro-
womb asas mak Is jars
&We to • bath
2 coorts maw
1_ Spam dleallad eruldsruenemr
1 cm noe-lodiand salt
Pour hat solution over cocsubses and seeL
Pickles will be reedy le 3 to 4 weeks depend-
ing on the sire of the cucumbers. For plain
diN pickles the garlic buds can be omitted.
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F R E E I 
28-page booklet, "Why Didn't Someone Tell
•;1:1:1 
All TA's!' ,VAts, TplEATPCTIAlltnN7, 
Nicholson Aye, Kansas City, Missouri.
BANK TELLER TRAINEES
CASHIERS—CHECKERS
PBX-RECEPTIONISTS
TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
HIGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,
DAY & EVENING CLASSES
FREE PLACEMENT ASSISTANT
AIR CONDITIONED
CASHIER TRAINING INSTITUTE
66 MONROE
SUITS $76
527-5508
By Rufus Johnson The enrollment at both schools
There is officially no racial
prejudice in the Roman Catho-
lic church. To Catholics, God
is colorless, and hence there is
no color line.
A majority of the Negro Cath-
olics in Memphis worshiped at
St. Augustine parish at the cor-
ner of Walker and Neptune,
but when the Bishop of the Dio-
cese of Tennessee ordered con-
solidation, it was closed, and
now most of them are parish-
ioners of St. Thomas.
Many of the members of St.
Augustine were unhappy about
the move, which saw it abolish-
ed, but this was bed on sen-
timent, since for most of them
it was their first parish.
But the pastor, Father Theo-
dore Wieser, said, "This move
will be a real sign of progress."
In spite of protest, the move
was made to the almost all-
white St. Thomas. True, many
of the white parishioners switch
ed their memberships, but ma-
ny had already relocated them
selves in the suburbs from the
area around St. Thomas.
At present, the church h a s
about 2,000 active parishioners.
It has an elementary school,
and operates Father Bertrand
High school on Kerr avenue.
ONLY IN AMERICA...
Those Flying Saucers, Not In Our World
By HARRY GOLDEN
There are people among us
who say they see unidentified
flying objects, commonly called
"flying saucers." Their agita-
tion parallels the agitation that
embarrassed us after World
War I that there were those who
spoke to the dead
As a matter of fact, about as
many people spoke to the dead
In 1922 as see flying saucers in
1966. I was in on that speaking-
with-dead business, at its
highest level.
The reason I walked away
from the "agitation" 40 some
odd years ago was that the dead
could never bring themselves
to talk 46 Woodrow Wilson or
David Lloyd George or to Tiger
of France, Clemenceau.
The dead were content to
talk to a housewife in Kalispell,
is about 640.
St. Thomas is growing rapid-
ly, and Father Theodore said
the transfer is responsible for
the improvement.
"It is a true sign of progress,
and all are welcome," he said.
The school includes an effi-
cient staff of sisters and lay
teachers who are striving to
educate the children and to
make Memphis a better place
in which to live.
At St. Thomas, the assistant
pastor is Father Patrick Cur-
tis.
SCHOOL COLORS
KNOXVILLE, Tenn — (UPI)
— Three University of Tennes-
see coeds told police their apart-
ment was ransacked but the
thieves took only their panties,
every pair in the place.
The police promptly picked up
a suspect who had a pair ef red
panties. He was released when
the coeds described their miss-
ing undergarments as orange
and white, the university's
colors.
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
TAILORS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
'TOUR Centocor Makes What Yes Ask For And
Creates Whist You Think or
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
sir
gout To
167 Union
527-4471
79,19 Summer
323-5594
'Earing Strange Noises
BIRMINGHAM, England —
(UPI) — John Stokes had good
reason to be disturbed when he
heard sawing sounds beneath
him.
Three men were trying to saw
their way through the 40-foot-
high telegraph pole atop which
Stokes was perched in an at-
tempt at a pole squatting re-
cord. A 24-hour guard has since
been posted.
Mont., and to a traveling sales-of the 1920's is this need 
some cause he's invisible."
man leaving Boston, Mass., I of the folks have of hanging o
n
Which is the g re a t
truth: No one can disprove that
(so many of these things orig- Ito their story thiough thick which does not exist.
mate in Boston)
I finally grew suspicious of
the many claims because ap-
parently none of the dead could
speak Yiddish. I have had thou,
sands of relatives who passed
Into the great beyond, none of
whom could speak anything but
Yiddish and I wondered why
Henry James of Harvard
"came through" to me but not
a single relative from my native
Galitzia, a Polish province of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
I can't help but feel the same
way about the flying saucers.
They only spin over great and
peaceful towns like Double
Oaks, La., or Dexter, Mich.
Their existence is always cor-
roborated by a deputy sheriff on
a swing shift who happened to
have a camera handy.
Let us make the fantastic
presumption that there is an in-
telligence so developed as to
adapt themselves to our atmos-
phere: then why do they want
to show off in Dexter, Mich., or
Double Oaks, La.? What's
wrong with City Hall Park,
N. Y., or Pennsylvania ave.
with Lincoln, Washington, Jef-
ferson, and the White House?
Another parallel of the un-
identified flying objects of the
1960's with the spiritual seance
;and thin. I had learned enoughl
about the subject t conduct a
spiritual seance of my own one
day at Midland Beach on Staten
Island, where a group of us had
taken a bungalow for the sum-
mer.
When I realized that some of
my friends, Columbia and Ford-
ham men, were taking it
seriously, I revealed the trick,
showed them how it was done.
Do you think that satisfied the
true believers? Not on your life!
One fellow, an outstanding law
student at Columbia, said that
I didn't really understand my
own power!
Today when the Administra-
tion, the Army, and the leading
scientists reduce every flying
saucer report to absolutely
nothing, the true believers say,
"Aw, they don't want to tell us
the truth."
There was a philosophy pro-
fessor once who told his class,
"I want you all to study a grif-
fin which is now perched on the
chandelier. (The griffin was an
animal with the face of a horse
and the wings of an eagle.) The
class immediately began its
scrutiny. They were disappoint-
ed.
"Ah," said the professor,
"you can't see the griffin be-
The dead can speak, but
never in our language and there
are flying saucers but not in
our world.
NOTICE!
AR Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.
Moil In Your Nowt
Stories To The
Tri-State
Defender
236 South WoMultoe
Post Offico Sox 311
We will be happy to
publish it for your
Of Amy
charges.
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Watch "Lets go to the Races every Saturday night at
at 7 P.M. on WMCT TV Channel 5. Get your FREE
"Let's go to the Races" cards at Big Star and Play
this exciting game. 1st race winner wins $5, second
race $10.00, third race, $25.00, third race winner $100.00
and fifth race winner $500.00. 5 Exciting different races
every Saturday night.
sS00 WINNER
Congratulations
to this Let's Go to the Races
Winner Mrs. Alta Phillips
74.5 Loeb St.
Memphis
500 WINNER
Congratulations
to this Let's Go to the Races
Winner Billy Ray Ethridge
Center Hill
Mississippi
You'll enjoy the excitement of this thrillirig show,
but you don't have to be present to win. Winning
numbers will be posted at Big Star on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday following each
Saturday show.
IN
FULL
COLOR
FUN
I &
EXCITEMENT
'100 WINNER
Congratulations
to this Let's Go to the Races
Winner Mrs. Shirley Green
1098 Firestone
Memphis
You may be o lucky winner. Get your Red cord
color this week with your numbers posted on your
card. Invite your friends.and neighbors in for s
"Let's go to the races" party to watch the show.
GET YOUR
FREE
CARD
TODAY!
winsome"
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.LBJ Is Host To 2,400
At Civil Rights Confab
With President Lyndon B.
Johnson serving as host, some
2,400 persons, representing all:
segments of American life, are
spending two full days in Wash-
ington this week discussing and
charting the future course of
civil rights activity.
The President's White House
conference, To Fulfill These
}tights,' is being held June 1-2,
With its main focus on develop-
ing new means and methods
"..t.o help the American Negro
fulfill the rights, which after,
the long time of injustice, he
is finally about to secure."
Heading the list of Conference
speakers are Vice President
Hubert H. Humprhey and So-
licitor General Thurgood Mar-
shall.
The Vice President was sched-
Others are Dr. Otis Single-
tary, chancellor of University
of North Carolina; Governor
Edward T. Breathitt, Jr., Ken-
tucky; Mrs. Frankie Freeman,
Commissioner, U. S. Civil
Rights Commission: Jack T.
Cony, executive director, In-
dustrial Union Department,
AFL - CIO; Atty. Theodore
Kheel, New York labor medi-
ator, and Judge R. Chester
Lewis of Kansas City, Kansas.
Memphian To
Scribe Details KKK Activities
LOUISBURG, N.C. — (UPI)
— 
When Jerome Cheek, a Ne-
gro assigned to a white school,
arrived for class one morning,
he found a note on his desk. It
read: "You won't be around,
for graduation."
When the FBI began investi-i
gating the note, agents ran in-I
to a wall of opposition from thej
local populace. A letter signed!
by "a group of concerned white'
parents" accused the FBI of
Conduct Mass to threats, intimidation and har-'
uled to address the opening At S
session on Wednesday morning, 
with Judge Marshall as the key- Rev. Daniel Porter, son of
Mr 
note speaker at a dinner meet- —
r. and Mrs. Chester Portering that same evening.
of 317 West Utah st., will offer
MODERATORS his first concelebrated Mass on
, Serving as committee moder. Sunday, June 5, at 6 p.m. at
ators will be Ambassador St. Thomas Catholic church at
James Nabrit, U. S. Deputy Trigg and Lauderdale
Director to the UN; State Rep-
resentative Carl B. Stokes of
Cleveland; Dr. Benjamin Mays,
president of Morehouse college,
Atlanta; G. William Miller,
president of Textron Inc.; Dr.
Kenneth B. Clark, New York
author
-educator: and Dr. Louis
Pollak, dean of the Yale Law
School.
Also State Assemblyman Per-
cy E. Sutton, New York; Fed-
eral District Judge A. Leon
Higg inbotham, Philadelphia;
John Wheeler, Farmers a n d,
Mechanics Bank, Durham. N. CI
I. Thomas
A reception will be given in
his honor at the Father Ber-
trand High school at 1169 Kerr
from 7:30 until 9:30.
Father Porter, a native o f
Memphis and the city's public
schools, is the first Negro Cath-
olic priest from Memphis and,
the second from the state of
Tennessee.
. He was ordained to the priest-
hood on May 21, 1966, by Bis-
hop Stanislaus J. Brzana o f
Buffalo, N. Y., in the diocese
in which he will serve.
um 6..
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C S S
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
•
cool
denim shift,
8.90
taxes 38 to -16
pure cotton denim
artfully fashioned
into a comfortable
A-line shift . .
brass buttoned
shoulder straps and
white stitching add
jaunty nautical ac-
cents . washable
of course! . . . in
denim blue only.
MAIL ORDERS:
Add 5ne pu.i(agf plum
4'i,for Tennemme
delivery.
jSTOUT SHOPPEDOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527.6436
UNION AVE • 1992 UNION • 274-206S
intimidating white students and
said agents asked boys if their
parents were members of the
Ku Klux Klan.
The Cheek incident and others'
like it have been lumped by fed-
eral authorities into a general
charge that Negroes seekingj
their civil rights are subjectedl
he disapproved of the well at
the farm home of the Rev. S.
G. Dunston, who had a foster
child with an application in to
attend a white school. Dunston
is active in the NAACP.
Mrs. Dunston claims her hus-
band's activities have caused
Pearce to crack down on them,
but the health inspector says
he did it for another reason—
that the well was unsanitary.
"In addition to the well),"
he wrote Miss ' Margaret 
inson, a child care worker, "I
would like to mention the gen-
eral sanitary conditions of the
jhome would be more in keeping
with the raising of pigs than
children.
"(The Dunstons) saw fit to
bring this to the' attention of
the justice department, causing
'me further unjustified harass-
ment.
"I most definitely do not ap-
prove the sanitary conditions
of this house, nor will 1 until
every requirement is met.
Please feel free to pass this
letter on to any member of the
state welfare department, the
department of justice, Lyndon
B. Johnson or Martin Luther
King."
The Klan makes no secret of
Its determination to gain politi-
cal strength but denies partici-
pation in racial violence.
Thurman T. Thompson, Re-
publican candidate for the state
House of Representatives in
neighboring Guilford County,
says "I have belonged to the
United Klans of America for
the past two years. I am pregsd
of being a member of the Kiln,
just like some people might be
proud of being a Mason Or a
Woodman of the World."
2,500 Negro Teen Grads
To Challenge Social BiasassmentThe Klan, strongly entrench-ed in a group of counties to the
north of the state capital of
Raleigh, is getting its share ofl
the blame.
Franklin County alone has at
least four Klan organizations,
including a cement block head-
quarters building, and Malcolm
Seawell, head of the governor's
committee on law and order,
says it is one of the most active
KKK territories in the state.
Klansmen run openly for pub-
lic office and other candidates
accept support from the hood-
ed order without hesitation.
An index to Klan political
strength comes May 28, of the
Democratic primary in which
one member is running for the
board of education and several
other candidates are openly
supported by the organization.
School desegregation was the
factor that produced most of,
the recent violence in the area.:
Ten Negroes ended up in pre-
viously white schools last year
and about double that number
are expected in September.
A part-time news reporter fori
a Louisburg radio station, Thil-,
bert Pearce, read names and
addresses of Negro transfer ap-
plicants on a broadcast June
4, 1965. Within a short time,
several of the Negroes' homes
were hit with gunfire and cross
burnings.
Pearce, who is the county
health inspector, told a reporter
he is not a member of the Klan
but "I do approve of the Klan."
Klan."
Pearce aroused the com-
plaints of Negro civil rights
workers because, for one thing,
Man/ 27/ Dies
In Shooting
At Local Cafe
A 27-year-old man, accused
of slapping a waitress and using
foul language in a cafe at 1124
Mississippi blvd., was shot to
death late last Friday night,
and the cafe owner was ar-
rested Saturday morning and
charged with city and state
offense of carrying a pistol and
murder, and released on $2,500
bond.
Police said Johhny King Mc-
Ghee, of 725 S. Dudley, Apt 7,
was shot and killed by Keithley
McCornell, 34, of 1045 Patton
at., after he left the cafe after
an argument with one of the
waitresses in the establishment
operated by McCornell.
Shortly after leaving the cafe,
and while in front of a barber
shop next door, McCornell shot
the vcitim numerous times
with a .22 calibre pistol and
then fled. He was arrested the
next morning.
Officers said the waitress in-
volved in the killing was identi-
fied only as "Estella."
During the past three weeks
approximately 2,500 Negro teen-
agers in Memphis and Shelbyi
County became high school
graduates. It is to be presumed
that they more or less heard
the medley of words... coming
from commencement speakers
...designed to give them i n -
spiration and the like.
But t h e commencement
speech which they will remem-
ber longest will be the o n e
they began to hear as soon as
they took off their graduation
caps and gowns. Some of them,
still starry-eyed by the experi-
ence and thrill of commence-
ment exercises, may not hear
the voice of realization, yet.
But there are others, perhaps
possessed of greater insight in-
to reality, who are quite keen-
ly aware of the confrontation
which they are now making
with life as a Negro in the
good, old U. S. and A.
It is still almost tragically
challenging to be a Negro teen-
ager in this country. It takes
everything that a boy or girl
of colour can muster to meet
these challenges, a n d still
emerge unwarped in mind, spir-
it, and moral values.
Negro teen-agers are still
America's most neglected chil-
dren. True it is that the Negro
teen-ager of today has a bright-
er outlook for the future i n
some respects than Negro teen-
agers of another generation.
But the term "some respects"
is used advisedly. Because it
might just be that today's teen-
agers will be confronted with
more malevolent and more de-
structive froces than any other
generation of Negro teen-agers.
In the first place. those 2,500
Negro boys and girls w h o
graduated from Memphis a n d
Shelby County schools this
Spring, will be confronted with
about twice that number o f
graduated white boys and girls.
They will be competitors for
jobs... competitors for accept-
ance as students in colleges,
,which are raising their stand-
ards mighty high. They win be
more nearly in the main chan-
nel of American life according
to the Civil Rights laws, so
recently activated. They will be
told to pick up the gauntlet and
make good or fail... This
generation of Negro teen-agers
is to be regarded with sym-
pathy.
For the Negro is now mak-
ing a confrontation with fore,
which he has heretofore not
necessarily had to battle. It is
not out of a desire to return
to the -fleshpots of Egypt"
(total segregation) that it i s
Coroner's Jury Studies
Verdict In
BY WILLIAM MeRIE
Watts Case
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — A
coroner's jury of nine persons,
including a male Negro and a
woman, Tuesday began ponder-
ing eight days of testimony to
decide whether the fatal shoot-
ing of a Negro motorist by a
white policeman was accidental
or otherwise.
Four verdicts were open to
the jury: accidental death.
justifiable homicide, criminal
homicide — with or without
recommendations — or a deci-
sion it cannot reach a verdict.
The panel's finding is n o t
binding on the district attorney.
Ile could conduct a separate
investigation to dete rm i n e
whether charges should be filed
against traffic officer Jerold
M. Bova, 23. A police depart-
ment inquiry into the shooting
also is underway.
Bova killed Leonard Dead-
wyler, 25, last May 7, follow-
ing e chase through South Cen-
tral Los Angeles near the Watts
district, where Negro rioting
'last August resulted in 34
,deaths and damage exceeding
i$40 million.
Since the hearing began, May
lt small-scale violence h a
erupted anew in Watts on sev-
eral occasions; in Bakersfiled
100 miles to the north, and in
Pacoima in the suburban San
Fernando Valley.
During the Memorial Day
weekend, a fight broke out at
a dance here when a white
youth was knocked down and
kicked by several Negro youths,
and rocks were hurled at fire-
men fighting a rubbish blaze in
Watts.
Early Tuesday, 16 Negro
youths in a group of "about 50"
were arrested when they al-
legedly tried to prevent police
from arresting a drunken driv-
ing suspect in Pacoima.
Some policemen feared new
disturbances in Watts, following
a verdict in the Deadwyler in-
quest.
remembered that it was easier
for a Negro with some talent
and determination to gain a de-
gree of security and distinction
yesterday in the all-Negro set-
up, than it is today in the dawn-
ing light of integration. It isn't
too hard to be a great, b i g
frog in a little bitty pond. But
the going gets tough when the
pond gets big little frogs tend
to get lost. Little fish in big
ponds loaded with big fish tend
to become part of the menu.
The Negro teen-ager of this
year of Our Lord, 1966, may
well become a "part of the
menu" of the Great Society in
the not too distant future. He
walks out of high school to a
confrontation with a reality that
isn't too pretty nor inspiring.
His generation will have to work
out techniques to get enough
decent jobs. Most Negroes of
yesterday didn't bother to think
about that. They just scuffled,
hoped, sang their blues, and
died? The Negro teen-ager of
today doesn't know the narcotic
effect of the blues. He doesn't
know what it means to "laugh
just to keep from cryin". So,
when his confrontations of bad
housing, no jobs, police stern-
ness, frustration and failure de-
spite a high school diploma, an
increasing white back-lash of
resentment and hate as h e
(the Negro) pressures for
more dignity as a. man, and
acceptance as a human being
and citizen... a new form of
ghetto life for the Negro comes
up... with such a confrontation
... the currently young Negro's
only answer so far, is Watts!
But the suspicion lingers that
rioting is not the correct an-
swer. The suspicion lingers that
there was something vitally
lacking in most of the com-
mencement speeches the 2,500
Negro youths heard at their
graduating exercises. The 1966
Negro's confrontation with life
is rough. You hear?
CROSSED-UP
STEVENTON, England —
(UPI) — Vicar G. W. Bowker
sent British railways a bill for
$28 when it decided to close a
crossing near his church. He
said his demand would com-
pensate him for money lost to
the collection plate because the
closing would keep half his
parishioners away.
British railways rejected his
plea.
COLD EXOTIC
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Stu-
dents at Moscow's Patrice Lu-
mumba University will help
build a railroad in Siberia this
summer because they are at-
tracted by its "exotic fame,"
the Soviet new agency Tess
said.
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Dangerous Precedent
A precedent with dangerous impli-
cations was established when the U.S.
Supreme Court, by a vote of 5 to 4, de-
nied the appeal of the NAACP from a
judgment in Georgia assessing $85,793
in damages because of disturbances and
violence resulting from the picketing of
Haldred Overstreet's market in Savan-
nah.
Justices Brennan, Douglas, Fortas
and Chief Justice Warren felt so strong-
ly that this was the wrong course that
they wrote a vigorous dissent. The Court
has a long-established practice of taking
a case for review if four justices so
vote. Yet having granted certiorari in
this case, it refused to go ahead with a
decision on what appear to be the merits,
despite the emphatic protest of the chief
justice and three associates.
That seems a strange way of dis-
charging its responsibility to clarify the
law. The mystery of this case deepens
with an examination of the dissent. No
question was raised in the Supreme Court
as to the damages imposed as they ap-
plied to the Savannah branch of the
NAACP. The question before the Court
was whether the national NAACP could
be held liable "for acts performed with-
out its knowledge and by persons beyond
its control."
The Savannah branch was certain-
ly affiliated with the national, but the
record showed no specific authorization
or ratification of the acts of the local. 'Un-
der Georgia law, as interpreted by the
Georgia Supreme Court, the local func-
tioned as an agent of the national and
thus both became liable. But if agency
is lightly assumed, without any require-
ment that it be established as fact, seri-
ous damage may be done. As the dis-
senters noted:
"Juries hostile to the aims of an or-
ganization in the educational or politi-
cal field, unless carefully confined by
meticulous instructions and judicial su-
pervision, can deliver crushing verdicts
that may stifle organized dissent from
the views and policies accepted by the
majority."
It would seem that the Court has an
obligation to pursue this issue to the full
extent of its resources. No state law on
what constitutes agency should be per-
mitted to impair the national guarantee
of freedom of association or freedom of
discussion.
The NAACP may have to pay for
the action of its Savannah branch. But
as a matter of law it seems to us highly
undesirable to permit damages to stand
against a national organization in a case
of this kind.
Without any evidence to support
the assumption that the parent body
was aware of the action of its branch or
had given its approval, the judgment
of the Court is bound to be on dubious
grounds. The national NAACP may lose
this round, but the matter is bound to
come up again before the Supreme Court
in one form or another. We would anti-
cipate that the Court will see the light
and revise its opinion.
Elected School Board
In a speech delivered before a group
of Washington school officials and teach-
ers, the secretary of health, education
and welfare remarked: "Every com-
munity needs to ask these questions:
'Does its school board have . . people
broadly representative of the communi-
ty' " In Chicago, the answer is a resound-
ing No.
"Does it have open lines of commu-
nication to the entire community and to
the school administration?" the secreta-
ry asked. In Chicago, the board's lines to
the community are nil, but its lines from
the administrators are all too good. The
board is, in fact, the obedient captive of
professional politicians and of a schools
superintendent with a dictator complex.
The Chicago school board is appointed
by the mayor. A recent survey conducted
by the National School Boards Associa-
tion showed that out of 39 large Ameri-
can cities, 30 elect their school boards.
Public election is, then, the standard
method of choosing school boards in this
country. It is the method that ought to
be adopted in this city.
Where the power of appointment
is left in the hands of a politician, the re-
sult invariably is a board whose sub-
serviency precludes it from exercising
independent judgement. The mayor
makes sure that his appointees are per-
sons who will obey his wishes, defer to
his views and respect for good or for
evil his prejudices.
Unwillingness of the Chicago school
board to confront either the political
powers or the public with the un-
varnished truth has led to the current
crisis. The crisis will not subside so long
as City Hall retains the power to pack
the board with men and women who owe
interminable allegiance to it. Until that
power is transferred to the voters,
there'll be no appreciable improvement
in our public school system.
Goldwater And GOP
Gazing once more into his murky
crystal ball, Barry M. Goldwater, pre-
dicted that the 1968 Republican National
Convention will be about as conservative
as the 1964 convention that nominated
him for president.
Interviewed on the CBS radio-tele-
vision program, "Face the Nation,"
Goldwater was asked to comment on Sen-
ator Jacob K. Javits' description of the
Goldwater campaign of 1964 as a "bad
dream."
"Mr. Javits forgets that there 27
million people who didn't think it was a
bad dream," Goldwater said.
"If he (davits) thinks the makeup
of the 1968 convention is going to be
any different than it was in 1964, he's
mistaken," the former Arizona senator
said. He called the Republican Party "a
conservative party" and said he expects
75 to 80 per cent of the delegates to the
national convention will be conservatives.
But Goldwater did not limit his re-
marks to the composition of his party's
1968 convention. He deplored the fact
that military commanders in Viet Nam
are not given greater authority to make
strategic decisions — particularly to
choose/what military targets to bomb.
This is irresponsible, loose talk, the
kind that reveals the intellectual inepti-
tude of the man who still is seeking to
use the GOP as a platform on which to
hoist himself back into the national
spotlight. His message to the Chicago
branch of the Free Society Association
gave no evidence that the former sena-
tor had learned his lesson. In truth, we
doubt seriously that he has the mental
capacity to know when he -is slapped
down and repudiated.
He is now turning his wrath against
Congress, which he said has recently
taken "greater strides toward the so-
cialization of America than in any com-
parable period in the history of our coun-
try."
He is enraged because Congress had
sufficient foresight to pass those liberal
measures that have widened the portals
of democracy and restored America's
prestige as a world leader. He said the
"concept of unthinkable thoughts trans-
lated into action is the driving force in
official life today that demands change
on the slightest pretext. It galvanized
Congress last year into such haste that
it may take a lifetime to overcome the
effects of what I like to call action with-
out thought."
•
‘SIR, TELL THEM OURS IS A COUNTRY TO BE PROUD OF!" JACKIE ROBINSON SAYS:
Ladies Should
Be Shown Respect
There is one characteristic of
New Yorkers which I find very
discomfiting. Perhaps it is not
only peculiar to New Yorkers.
Perhaps it is more universal
than that. But I seem to notice
it more often in New York
City.
I am talking about the lack
of courtesy to women on the
part Of males—boys and men—
the kind of Courtesy which, not
too long ago, was almost auto-
matic.
I see men in
mad dashes to
capture a taxi-
cab before it
reaches a lady
who is waiting
for it. I see
men and boys
rush to sit in
subway seats,
leaving women
standing. I see
pushing a n d
shoving and a
whole atmos-
phere of panic on subways dur-
ing rush hours when women are
manhandled with unbelievable
roughness.
Maybe I am a little square.
RoBILNOON
DEAR DEFENDER . .
Students Seek Viet Nam Stamp Tribute To G.I.'s
Dear Perhaps your newspaper can out there demonstrating and do-
We would like to call your investigate this type of injus- ing something to help Dick Gre-
attention to a project of the rice and get something started. gory?
North Junior High School, 2505 We hope so.
Nebraska st., Sioux City, Ia., Mrs.. Mamie
Defender:
In which they are requesting
support from the American peo-
ple to urge Congress to issue a
stamp designed by students and
teachers of the school and hon-
oring U.S. servicemen.
The propsed stem is a repli-
ca of the American flag with
plain blue field. On the white
stripe under the field, there is
written "American Servicemen,
We Appreciate You!" The
stamp will be 8 cents air mail
with this marking in the upper
left corner.
H.R. 13927 has been intro-
duced in Congress to provide
for the issue of the special
stamp to express the apprecia-
tion of the American people for
the sacrifices of our service-
men and was referred to Com-
mittee on Post Office and Civil
Services.
We would like to urge your
readers to write to their Con-
gressmen requesting that H.R.
13977 be reported out of com-
mittee for a vote by the House
High School, 2505 Nebraska St.,
Sioux City, Iowa and ask him
to send information on how you,
your club, school or profession-
al organization can help get
appropriate stamp is-
sued.
Stu ts of North Junior High
have a petition with over 100,-
000 Americans requesting the
stamp be issued. Write to Rob-
ert SchockleY, North Junior
and that he vote for the bill.
We urge your readers to con-
tissue to write friendly letters
of support and appreciation
telling our boys In Viet Nam
we appreciate all they and
their families are doing for
America and the free world.
Thousands upon thousands
have written. Address letters
to Viet Nam Mail Call, P. 0.
Box 3104, Columbus, Ga., 31903.
We will see that they reach
the men at the front.
Sincerely,
Paul Stewart
Viet Nam Mall Call
P.O. Box 3104
Columbus, Ga., 31103
Asks Paper To
Help The Needy
Dear Defender:
This letter is sent purposely
to bear out my argument about
Chicago and the two-faced way
the underdog is treated. I've
always contended that for a
City as large as Chicago, there
should be more accommoda-
tions for those who are caught
up in circumstances not of
their own making, all the time.
I am referring to an article
hi Confetti on the 12th about
an eld blind lady who could
not receive help from either
the police or the fire depart-
meet even though she was very
Something should be done
about this. I used to say to
my friends, "Den't get sick on
a Wednesday in Chicago. No
doctors."
I hope that the city will try
to work out a system wherein
those In need can call upon
the police and all other city
agencies for help and get it.
To tell a person, "don't die"
because we can't provide help
for you, you'll have to seek it
yourself, is like telling people,
"pay your taxes and go jump
in the lake."
M. Cornelius How can we abandon a treat
Negro Self-Help
Projects Praised
Dear Defender:
It did me a whole lot of good
spiritually when I saw in your
newspaper: "RFK Urges Self-
Help Projects for Negro Com-
munities."
Every honest and intelligent
Negro leader knows that self-
pride and self-help projects, so-
berly conducted, are the sure
way of adequately preparing
the Negro masses for full-
fledged acceptance Into the
main stream of American life.
Civil rights leadership has
failed miserably to touch the
Negro masses by way of teach-
ing them how to help them-
selves Civil rights leaders, for
the most part, are dollar hust-
lers
Men like Gregory. Raby and
even Martin Luther King, Jr
are too d 1 kam azy o wor  Cuou
scientific programs by which
Negroes may help themselves.
Rev. Leon Sullivan, the new
Booker T. Washington of Phila-
delphia, has done more In two 
"I do not know what you areyears to prepare Negroes to referring to, Big," I admitted
meet the challenges of the fu- am referring to the facttore with a small grant from that my man, Adam, knows howthe Ford Foundation, than to tell it like it is. He made oneKing, Farmer and all the other of the finest speakhigs the other
civil rights boys who have been day which I has heard in a
raising millions of dollars me month of Sundays. He wereder the banner of "Freedom speaking about this War and
Now" during the last ten Years- how they sending so many
black boys over to VIM Nam toWhat Sen. Robert Kennedy
has suggested by way of self- ge —killet,t,
help projects for Negro co- isow, they getting ready toorn-
munities is long overdue. have tests in colleges to find outa_ which cats has the most smarts.
Peters' "'• The ones that gets the best
marks in these tests will be al-
lowed to stay home and get
smarter. The ones that gets the
low marks will be drafted when
they turn comes.
"Now, what do that mean? It
mean that a whole gob of black
What is happening? Why are boys will be tagged for the draft
the civil rights organizations not —because, leave us face it,
leader like him? He needs the
help of the CCCO, SNIC, ACT
and all of those groups now that
htey (officials) seem to be try-
ing to make an example out of
him by slapping those fines and
jail terms on him.
He cannot run for office or be
an effective leader if he in an
ex-convict and that is what they
are trying to make out of him.
He needs some active, vocal
support right now.
Over 175,000 persons marched,
shouted and pledged to have
Willis removed,over a year ago.
He's still there, answering to
nobody. Let's not have Dick
Gregory believe that Negroes
here do not mean what they say.
Let's have more productive ac-
tion than we gained in the
BIG MOUTH
board of education and Willis
fight.
P. H. Y.
A Lament For
The Cubs, Sox
Dear Defender:
With the Cubs and the White
Sox both in a tailspin and the
weatherman being equally as
"honery," America's fa v orite
pasttime isn't too alluring in
these parts.
New manager's haven't done
a thing to improve the picture.
Perhaps Mr. Wrigley's coach
system wasn't so bad after all
for the Cubs.
And for the Southsiders, let's
page Al Lopez. At least he kept
tbo Pale Hose in the league's
second )3sition.
Just Looking ...
For A Winner
I grew up in a home where
we loved and respected our
mother and a home in which
we were taught that due defer-
ence must be given to the la-
dles. I am fortunate enough to
have a wife who has been my
partner and helper and who is
well liked by virtually everyone
with whom she comes in con
tact.
shudder to think of bow
would feel or react If someone
showed open disrespect to her.
I think all of us should give
some thought to the question:
are we going backwards In the
recognition of the basic values
of decency? Is the world at-
mosphere of atomic war giving
us and our youngsters a "what
the hell' kind of attitude toward
life and toward the standards
society used to cling to?
I hope this is not true—and
I am particularly anxious to
beliere it is not true et the
Negro male. Let us face It; Ne-
gro women have been the back-
bone of our freedom movement.
They have carried more than
their share of the load. 'For
myself, I know that I would
never have been able to make
the kind of progress I have
been able to make without the
support, devotion and love of
my Racbael.
To my mother I owe the
realization at an early age that
no one individual is better than
another. You work and strive
and try to db the right thing
and you have a pretty good
chance to make it.
When I discuss this subject
among friends — discourtesy
to our ladies—some of them
say to use: "Well, you know
there are some of our ladies
who lose our respect because
they do not carry themselves
or conduct themselves in a
manner to command respect."
This cannot be refuted, but it
is not true of the vast majority.
So, why shouldn't we men be
grateful for our ladies and hon-
or and resepct them each and
every day of our lives? (ANP
Feature)
Blacks Fighting White Man's War
'Rally Round'
Dick Gregory
Dear Defender:
By ALFRED DUCKETT
"I am with Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell 100 per
cent," Big Mouth said. "Have
you read them truths he spoke
the other day,
them black boys has not had the
good education that white boys
has had. So, dig this action.
They puts you in jimcrow
schools, gives you a education
which are not up to standard.
Then they calls you too dumb
to be allowed to live. I do not
like that. Adam Powell do not
like that either and he said so
loud and clear and nasty the
other day.
"Furthermore tb a n that,
Adam allow that a whole lot
of folks considers this war a
white man's war anyhow — a
white man's war against brown
people. Also, howcome we so in-
terested in freedom for folks in
Viet Nam and not so interested
In freedom for folks in Ala-
ham?
"Like Adam say, they should
set up some kind of system
where young miens about to be
drafted can serve they time in-
stead with the Peace Corps or
the Poverty War programs or
some other goings on which the
government runs. Personally, if
I were the age of draft, I would
set down and write up a letter
to the President.
"Mr. LBJ, I would say—your
words is fine and cool. You
speaks up for the rights of us
to go to any school. You speaks
of peace and civil rights. You
praises how the colored fights.
You pulls them senators into
line to vote for things that's
nice and fine.
"Some of the finest words we
heard—have come also from
Lady Bird. I dig you tough and
all like that—but I'm a curious
kind of cat. And though I swear
your record's grand. There's
something I do not understand.
Howcorne the freedom we fight
for in Viet Nam—cannot be en-
joyed in Alabama?
' Iowcome some troops don't
make a trip to clean up things
in Mississip? Howcome Saigon
sun rises on the banner and
bigots rule in old Savannah?
Come now, Mr. President. Why
don't you advise and consent—
to let the fight for freedom be
for the Viet Namese and also
for me? (ANP Feature)
ONLY IN AMERICA
Those Segregated Textbooks Must Be Changed
By HARRY GOLDEN
The changing of a social or-
der is an important step in a
nation's development. We have
the laws now, but racial segre-
gation will not be completely
eliminated without much -soul-
searching and even more wis-
dom.
For starters,
let's just take a
leading publish-
er of children's
books, a repu-
table publishing
house with of-
fices in Chicle
g o, Atlanta,
Dallas, Palo Al-
to, and Fair
Lawn, N. J.
This firm,
whose officers
I am sure are
schools.
These are standard hard-cov-
er textbooks and they Include a
series of short Stories for chil-
dren in the lower grades. But
e one edition for the North
has on its cover an illustration
of a white boy and a colored
boy constructing a ship model
and the edition for the South
leaves out the colored boy, but
keeps the ship.
On pages 28 and 27 of the
Southern edition, there is an il-
lustration of a father and son
attending a big league ball
game. The players race onto
the field as the two cheer. I
don't know when I've seen a
major league ball team with-
out a Negro, but this new read-
er has because all nine players
people of high are white.
Ideals, publishes segregated
textbooks.
In one textbook they inte-
grate the society and sell this
to Northern school,: and in the
same text they segregate the
society and sell it to Southern
On pages 26 and 27 of the
Northern edition, two of the ball
players are colored. Both illus-
trations are duplicates. One
additional printing process
makes the Northern world kin
and the lack of the additional
process preserves the South.
No one is corrupt in this mat-
ter; everyone has stockholders
of one sort or another. But I
will not suffer an argument that
it doesn't make any difference
e instruct all our children in
the grade schools, "You've got
to tell the truth." It is an ex-
pedient process. They should
start. Not the teachers.
The truth is probably too bit-
ter. And it may not sell as
many textbooks for children.
THINGS WE DIDN'T KNOW
ABOUT THE NEGRO TILL
NOW
—two blocks of wood, one
marked white and the other
colored. The child was required
to repeat these two words over
and over again and the two
panels were on the table dur-
ing every feeding. Often the
child was encouraged to play
with them.
After the enactment of the
segregation laws in the South
about 80 years ago it was neces-
sary to put every Negro child
through a course in reading al-
most before he could walk. Af-
ter he learned to say, "mama"
and "papa" he was taught to
say, "white" and "colored.'
In later years a surprisingly
large number of Negro moth-
ers used a visual arts system;
About once a week the moth-
er gave a formal lesson. She
held up the "white" panel; "No
—bad—don't go there—trouble
—you'll be hurt — like this,"
and she usually gave the child
a little slap on his hand to
show what she meant.
"When you see this," and she
held up "colored"; "Go — no
trouble — no hurt; remember,
'white' is bad — don't go there;
—'colored' Is good—go In there
—It's all-right."
By the time the Negro kid
was five years old, he coeld
see those two words in his
sleep. But he knew what he
needed to know to move about
in the outside world, and stay
healthy.
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Scenes From Deltas'May Week Activity
PRESENTATION OF GIFT—Miss Mose Yvonne Brooks,
outgoing president of the chapter, is presented a gift of ap-
preciation by Mrs. Lois Gilder on behalf of the sorority 'a
local graduate members.
FASHION MODELS — Fashions for dif-
ferent occasions were modeled at affair
held at Chisca-Plaza. On front row, from
left, are Mrs. Emma Primons, Miss Bar-
bara Mull, guest model Mrs. Bobbie Bul-
MOTHER OF' THE YEAR — Mrs. Robert Hooks, Sr., third
from left, beams proudly as she is cited as the Deltas'
"Mother of the Year" as members of her family look on.
From left are Miss Mildred Hooks, Mrs. Dorothy West-
lard, and Mrs Regina Jeffries. On second
row are Miss Lillie Ann Abron and Mrs.
Fredericka Hodges, and in back, Mrs.
Janet Henson and Miss Altina Foster.
MISS JUNIOR MISS and other contestants for the title
were present for Breakfast for Milady, and here they flank
the winner, Miss Ava Johnson, wearing crown and 
receiv-
brook, holding plaque before presenting it to Mrs. Hooks;
Mrs. Hooks, her husband, well-known photographer Robert
Hooks, Sr., Miss Bessie Jean Hooks, and Mrs. Julia Hooks
Gordon. (Gene Robinson Photos)
PRIZE-WINNING HAT—The prise for the Wain at St**
fast for Milady with the "most unusual" hat went hi NM
Mattie Shepherd, seen bolding award.
ing flowers from Miss Patricia Martin. Others seen here
represent Washington, Hamilton, Carver, Douglass and
Manassas.
sow 1161101111.,
-
EXPLAINING PROJECT — Mrs. L. B. Dow, president d
the Mental Health Board of Memphis, explains some of the
high points of the Mental Health Project, ;kids is one
the sorority's fivepoint national projects,
1 PROUD MOMENT—Miss Avis B. John-
son, winner of the "Miss Junior Miss" title
for 1986, receives her crown from Miss Pa-
ScHOI ARSHIP WINNER — Mrs. Beulah Williams. princi-
pal of Hanley Elementary School, presents MOO scholarship
tricia Martin, who was last year's winner
of the title. Both girls are from Melrose
High school.
to Thomas Strickland, a Melrose High school senior, who
plans to attend the Memphis Academy of Art in the toll.
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Mrs. Thompson was ill and unable to go up and see her
youngest child graduate, but making the trek was the proud
father and sisters, HELEN THOMPSON and ANN THOMPSON
WILKINS. Theresa worked in Headstart last summer
and the plucky young lady initiated a program in Atchison for
her practice work.
'Field School
Teachers Give
Benefit Tea
The teachers of the Fie'
School at Mason, Tenn., pre-
sented their second annual tea
recently, and the theme was
"Factions in Action."
"The best cosmetic in the world is an active mind that is The school's colors of
always finding something new." Mary Meek Atkenson. day green and white were
in the decorations.
GRADUATION: It's that time of year and earning the
coveted award, a college degree from MOUNT ST. SCHOLASTIC 1 The refreshments included
COLLEGE in ATCHISON, KANSAS, was THERESA THOMP.I strawberry frappe, green and
SON, daughter of MR. and MRS. CLYDE THOMPSON on Miss • pink mints, peanuts and cookies.
issippi and is a graduate of FR. BERTRAND HIGH SCHOOL. Proceeds from the tea will be
used to purchase book shelves.
for the library.
Mrs. L. J. Palmer was chair-
man of the tea, and Mrs. W. J.
Hill, co-chairman.
BERNARD JOHNSON, who's a junior at the UNIVERSITY
OF IOWA, is completing a year as PRESIDENT of QUAD-
RANGLE DORM. He was one of those honored at the an-
nual FINKBINE DINNER for representative men at the uni-
versity. His brother, CLINISSON ANTHONY JOHNSON, a
freshman at FISK UNIVERSITY is also PRESIDENT of his
dorm, LIVINGSTON HALL. They're the sons of MR. and MRS.
0. B. JOHNSON on McLEMORE.
VISITORS:
CHURCH were
BAD PAYS GOOD
TUFFLEY, England — (UPI)
— J. W. Rae ruefully pondered
a good samaritan act today
which cost him his wallet and
$44.40. Rae stopped his car to
help a motorcyclist who was in-
jured. He put his jacket over
Parishioners of 
the man to keep him warm
until the ambulance arrived.
very pleasantly surprised with a visit from When he got his jacket back,
FR. CAPISTRAN HAAS, 0.F.M., who pastored many of them the wallet was gone.
at ST. AUGUSTINE CHURCH. Fr. "Cap," as he is affec-
tionately known, was until recently pastor of CORPUS CHRISTI
in CHICAGO and is now a MAJOR in the U. S. ARMY and
was on his way to report for duty at FORT SILL, OKLAHOMA.
ST. THOMAS CATHOLIC
MR. and MRS. LEONARD MURRELL on PLUM had as
their guests last week their three daughters from CHICAGO,
MRS. DEETTA MURRELL HAWKINS, MRS. MAE MURRELL
HILLIARD and MRS. CONNIE MURRELL MOORE. They're
the sisters of MRS. ZERNIA MURRELL PEACOCK on QUINN.
And visiting MR. and MRS. GEORGE HOLLOWAY on
FOSTER is their son and daughter-in-law, U.S. ARMY CAP-
TAIN and MRS. GEORGE L. HOLLOWAY. III, and their little
22-month-old daughter, VICKI MICHELE. The Captain and his
family have just returned from duty in Bangkok, Thailand,
where little Vicki was born.
Mrs. Holloway, the third, is the former MISS ELLA McCOY
and they're planning to leave this week for a visit with her
parents, MR. and MRS. GABE McCOY in Columbus, Ga.
Handsome teenager RONALD LEWIS was here recently
from DETROIT visiting his aund and uncles, VERL and JOHN
ROBINSON and KATHERINE and ATTY. BEN JONES. He's
the son of the CLEASTER LEWISES of Detroit. In addition
to his many activities with other teenagers he spent a lot of
time with his grandfather, CLEASTER LEWIS, SR., his cou-
sins the BRADY VINCENTS, his aunts and uncles of the
ROBINSON clan. His mother is the former ANN ROBINSON,
and the lad was especially glad to see his idol, Atty. Jones
who was recuperating after a stint in Bowld in the hospital.
Speaking of Detroit, we are reminded that while we were
there we talked with MRS. SUSAN ANDERSON, a former
Memphian who sent greetings to her brother and sister-in-law,
MR. and MRS. JOHN SAMUEL WESLEY, SR., her nephew and
niece, MR. and MRS. JOHN SAMUEL WESLEY, JR., another
niece and nephew REV. and MRS. J. D. ATWATER and
friends, MISS CORNELIA SANDERS and MRS. DELORA
THOMPSON.
MRS. DOROTHY COOKS flew home recently to visit her
parents, NIR. and MRS. ROBERT THOMAS on VANDALE. The
,
Detroiter was happy to see her many friends and relatives
nho made her visit delightful.
MR. and MRS. WILLIE ANDERSON are home after a
five
-month sojourn. First on their itinerary was LOS ANGELES
and a visit with son RONALD, a flight engineer for NORTH
AMERICAN AVIATION COMPANY.
In Los Angeles the couple talked with many former
Memphians. Among them were MR. and MRS. WILLIAM
WILLIAM GLOVER, MRS. MABEL WHITFIELD HENDER-
SON, MRS. BLANCHE TAYLOR ADAMS, MRS. WILLIE MAE
McNEALY SEETS, MRS. BERNICE GRAFTON JONES,
MRS. MALLIE MILLER WEATHERS and MRS. NOILA
BARTHOLOMEW DUNLAP.
Mrs. Anderson became adventuresome and took a plane to
HAWAII where she visited the islands of OAHU, MAUI, and
KAUAI.
IN SAN FRANCISCO, the Andersons visited her brother,
ROBERT DOTSON. From there they went to SALT LAKE
CITY, UTAH, where they guested with former Memphians
MR. and MRS. ANDREW ORR. IN DENVER, they were guests
of another friend from back home, MRS. DEBORAH MACK.
IN ST. LOUIS they visited MR. and MRS. EMMITT CARVIN,
she's the former MARGARET EWING from the BLUFF CITY.
NOTABLE CITIZENS: LEWIS HAROLD TWIGG, PRESI-
DENT of UNION PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COM-
PANY is in WASHINGTON attending the PRESIDENT'S WHITE
HOUSE CONFERENCE which convenes June 1st and 2nd.
Theme of this auspicious assemblage is, "TO FULLFILL
THESE RIGHTS."
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"GOOD CITIZENSHIP AWARD," by members of her sorority,
ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA, Mrs. Roberts was nominated for this
honor by her chapter, BETA EPSILON OMEGA of which she
has been a member for ten years.
Sunday you can see a "MAGIC 4VORLD OF FASHIONS,"
sponsored by the AKAs in MELROSE AUDITORIUM at four
o'clock. One of the seventeen tots in the nursery contest will
be awarded a $100. U.S. Savings Bond. MISS VELMA LOIS
JONES is BASILEUS of the sorority and MRS. EDNA SWING-
LER is chairman of publicity.
And LeMOYNE'S BETA TAU CHAPTER of ALPHA KAP-
PA SORORITY is honoring the 1966 graduates of the college
with its first annual "GRADUATION DANCE," at CLUB
PARADISE Wednesday June 1st.
SPRING TEA: The REGISTERED gave
a FOUR SEASONS TEA at the SARAH The
NURSES CLUB
BROWN YWCA.
theme lent itself very beautifully to decorations and the tables
were indeed quite handsome.
MRS. LILLIAN THOMPSON is president of the organiza-
tion with MRS. BERNICE FREEMAN as vice president; MRS.
NAZARINE CLARKE, secretary and MRS. EVA MARTIN,
treasurer.
Other members of the club ore MESDAMES CORNELIA
TILLMAN, LILLIE MAE McGUIRE, MARY ROBINSON, CAR-
RIE GRAY, THERESA PERKINS, EUGENIA SMITH, BES-
SIE OAKLEY, FANTINE SHELTON, FENTON LITTLE,
EVA MEBANE, MAURICOL TATE, MARY MORGAN FREE-
MAN, RUTHIE JONES, FRANKIE BODDEN, OZENE GLASS
and MISSES FORESTINE OLIFF and VIRGIL BYNUM.
CLUB NOTES: MARSHA CHANDLER daughter of LOUISE
and HOWARD CHANDLER on SOUTH PARKWAY and ELI-
ZABETH DAVIS, daughter of HARRIETT and CLAIBORNE
DAVIS, also on the PARKWAY were the last two hostesses to
the CO-ETTES in their respective homes.
The Co-Ettes are deep in plans to honor their sixteen mem-
bers who are graduating from high school with a GRADUA
TION DINNER DANCE. The dynamic and ever
JUDGE BEN L. HOOKS will be their speaker.
MISS EMMA CRITTENDEN was hostess to the PHYLLIS
WHEATLEY CLUB at her home on TATE and was assisted in
entertaining by her niece, MISS EMMA LOUISE BELL.
Guests at the meeting were MESDAMES LILLIAN CAMP-
BELL, MAUDE BRIGHT, and LADY MILLS.
Members attending were MISSES ISABEL GREENLEE,
ALLISON VANCE, MATTIE BELL and MESDAMES ISABEL
ROULHAC, MARIE ADAMS, HENRIETTA CRAIGEN, HAT-
TIE BRAITHWAITE, AUGUSTA CASH, LEATH JONES.
MARIAN GIBSON, LILLIA LEWIS, ANNABELLE ALLEYNE,
LOUISE OGLESBY and MAMIE WILLIS.
MRS. H. A. COLLINS and her daughter, MRS. MILTON
BRANDON were co-hostesses to the ELITE LITERARY and
SOCIAL CLUB in her home on LaPOLOMA.
Members of the coterie enjoying the beautiful confines of
the home were MESDAMES J. A. BEAUCHAMP, T. J. BEAU-
CHAMP, L. W. JONES, J. C. MICKLE, T. H. WATKINS, her
daughter MRS. L. ALEX WILSON and MESDAMES G. W.
WEST, JR. and HARRY HAYSBRET.
Guests were MESDAMES JULIAN SIMPKINS of New York,
whose husband was former rector of EMMANUEL EPISCO-
PAL CHURCH, CHARLES SHELTO, who sang; A. W. WIL-
LIS, SR., BIRDELL JACKSON and GARLAND HOWELL.
MARY HELEN EZELL chose the SHERATON- MOTOR
INN when she feted the VIP BRIDGE CLUB. Her guests were
EVELYN ROBERTSON whose aist prize was a dresser set:
ZERNIA PEACOCK. second prize winner acquired a new
bridge pad and ESTHER BROWN'S third prize was an um-
brella. MARIE BRADFORD and JUANITA MOSELEY were
also guests.
His wife ANN REBA who is known for her literary genius
wrote the play, "ALL IN A SUMMER'S DAY," that was pre-
sented at her school, A. B. Hill last Friday night.
DR. W. 0. SPEIGHT, JR.. MEDICAL DIRECTOR OF
UNION PROTECTIVE was elected NATIONAL PRESIDENT
OF THE INTERNS ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OF HOMER G.
PHILLIPS HOSPITAL in ST. LOUIS when they met recently.
SPRING TRAVELERS: MARGARET and DR. FRED
RIVERS flew down to ATLANTA Friday where they attended
a week
-end of activities sponsored by the GUARDSMEN, INC.
The Guardsmen is a fabulous men's club with chapters along
the Eastern coastline. The Riverses were guests of DR. and
MRS. ESSEX NOEL, their friends from GREENSBORO, N.C.,
who've visited them many times.
CHIT CHAT: Pretty ROBERTA RATCLIFFE presented her
dance proteges in recital Saturday night, a forthnight ago in
BRUCE HALL. This young schoolmarm can be proud of the
grace and charm she has passed on to her pupils.
Hammering away at the typewriter trying to meet the
deadline, we "hammered" the wrong name. It was MRS.
GEORGIA ATKINS who entertained MRS. FREDERICK
STURDIVANT, who was here from JERSEY CITY, NEW JER-
SEY, visiting her daughter and son-in-law, TILLIE • and
HAROLD WHALUM and not MRS. LELAND ATKINS as we so
erroneously stated. So sorry!
Did you see SGT. W. O. REED, JR., in the TSD receiving
congratulations for his promotion from sin Air Force officer"
Well, he's the son of MR. and MRS. W. 0. REED, SR., on:
FERBER.
MRS. ALL1E MAE ROBERTS was honored with a
eloquent
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ORIOLE DRUGS
1014 Mississippi At Walker
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
were EMMA JEAN STOTTS,
who won a gorgeous evening bag; FAYE LEWIS, an umbrella;
and MAUDE GILLISPIE gamed a bed caddy which were told
holds books, bobby pins, and other items.
Other mebers enjoying the evening were BERNICE COLE,
MARIE STINSON, EARLINE MOBLEY, VERA SMITH and
VALTINA ROBINSON.
FLORINE SCULLOCK was hostess to the LAS MUJERAS
BRIDGE CLUB at her lovely DAVIS STREET home. Florine
was given a gift of lingerie and a kitchen classic set from her
secret pal. This "classic" set is a new one on us and we didn't
get a description.
Prize winners at this bridge fest were BETTIE JEAN
POWELL, who won jewelry; BETTY WASHINGTON. a coif-
fure cap; and smoke mates, cigarette case and lighter was
the guest prize for BARBARA BOYD. THERISE BROWN won
a pink coiffure cap. MARSHA HAMILTON and MARGARET
THOMPSON were also guests.
Other members playing were EMMA JEAN TURNER,
FRANKIE GREGORY, LILLIE RAYNER, MAE FRANCIS
MARTIN, EVA KATE CHAMBERS and JANICE WALTON.
The RUBAIYAT SOCIAL CLUB entertained the patients
at TENNESSEE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL with a program
recently, and students from several high schools participated.
Members of this organization sponsoring and attending
this worthwhile endeavor were BEVERLY SMITH, HELEN
GREEN, MATTIE AYLOR, MARY RHODES, GLORIA YOUNG,
HAZEL SIMS EVELYN MAYS, DORIS BUCHANAN, BETTY
PAYNE, ANN JOHNSON CURTIS, EVELYN VAVASSEUR, and
JEWELL NORMENT.
MR and MRS J. DePRIEST
Young Couple Feted.
A 
1
wedding reception honor- Mrs. Jessie Hudson Richardslin*
tog Mr. and Mrs. James De.Chicago, aunt of the bride; 
Mrs..,"
priest was held recently in the Rhoda Douglas, another suet; 
..,,
home of the bride's aunt and Major Robinson, Joseph Brown,:
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Ananias Miss Kathye Moseley, GodfreY
Boyd of 1591 Kendale st. and Paul . Pitterson, Keith--
Misses Alma Z. Davis, Emma 
Brewster. Mrs. Beulah Duncan - -
Serving as hostesses wer
J. Neal, Annie M. Hogan, 
Glosand Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moore.
ria Hogan, Mrs. Mary 
Others were Mr. and Mrs.
fl
 
Henry Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs.
E/elle, Mrs. Juanita Moseleyoh Herron, Mr. and
Mrs. Willie M. Stewart and
(Jn Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Johnson. 
Clifton Howard, Mrs. Susie
r}"ghtThe bride, the former Mss Juanita Cclwer' 
Mrs. Mildred Craw-
ford, Mrs. Fannie Riley,
.,
Gloria Smith, daughter of /tin die Cole, Miss Debris B1
mr3,41
and Mrs. 7,-.11 Smith, wore a 
sirs,minrneines7W, MB
ller, Mrs
dress', trimmed with 
A 
viirisii.amW00.,*
lime green crepe short-length 
o
lace and pearl jewelry.P- - 
— 
berta Small, Louie Keller,
ink nd Mrs Minnie L. Kelle
, Elsie Jones, Willie Stew
James Stewart and Mrs, El
Townsend.
Prize winning members
DELTA'S $1,500
Delta Sigma Theta's contribution of $1,500
for public service projects in Liberia and
Rwanda will be presented to women's or-
ganizations in those two countries by the
American Ambasadors. At the State Depart-
ment ceremonies (from left) are Dr. Ger-
aldine P. Woods, Los Angeles, nat'l presi-
dent, Delta Sigma Theta; Hon. Katie Louch-
helm, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State
(holding the checks for $1,000 to the Na-
The bride's mother wore b
beige lace dress trimmed in
satin and beige accessories. The bridegroom is the son
Seen at the reception were Mr. and Mrs. James Ro
Rev. W. Herbert Brewster, the DePriest. The bride and gr
family's pastor; Rev. Willie attended Tennessee A&I S
German, Mrs. ,W. H. Brewster, university.
EARPLUGS AREN'T THE ANSWER
These Suggestions M
Ease Snorer's Plight
If you are over 10 and under
30 the chances are you do not
snore. However, according to
Marcus H. Boulware, Ph. D.,
one out of eight persons does
snore and children comprise a
I large percentage of the snoring
group.
If you or your child are among
the unfortunates, neither wood
cuffs, plastic gums, antisnore
lballs, neck extensors or any of
the other 300-odd antisnore gad-
gets on the market will do any
I good.
I Even ear plugs for those
within earshot fail to ease the
situation, according to Dr. Boul-
ware, whose special article
"Coping with Snoring Problems
of Children," appears in the
May issue of Rehabilitation Lit-
erature, professional publication
of the National Society for Crip-
pled Children and Adults.
Dr. Boulware has some sug-
gestions for parents of children
who snore (and which might be
useful to the family of a n y
snorer) including love and un-
derstanding, in combination
with common sense measures
to be taken to reduce or relieve
CONTRIBUTION
tional Council of Women of Liberia and
$500 to the Women's Association for Aid
to Rwandan Women and Children): Hen.
William C. Trimble, Deputy Assistant Sec.
retary of State for African Affairs; Hon.
Charlotte Hubbard, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of State for Public Affairs; and Mrs.
Hobart Taylor, Jr., executive director.
Delta Sigma Theta.
FULL
CAP ,t
Long, Lustrous 2
Made to sell for $100.00 up.
Style x5
• Deluxe Quality Human Hair
• Will Not Mat or Fade
• Natural Hair Line
Closely stitched on ventilated founda-
tion for comfort and fit. Holds all
settings beautifully. Derr,,-Dressed for
Easy Styling.
Dramatic Cokes in Black, Off-Black,
Dark IL Med. Brown, Auburn or Send
Sample Desired. Light Shades &
Mixed Grey $5 Extra. Give Head Size.
Send $5 Deposit on each item ill.
(Postal M. 0.) pay mailman balance ,
plus C.O.D. and postage charges, or itY
remit full price and we will ship post-paid
SUSY WIGS"'P'• ""
507 5th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017 4.
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During A Reception
snoring
They include wrapping the
child comfortably for bed with-
out overheating; placing the
bed out of range of dust la
air from a window; avoidance
of colds and other respiratery
ailments; adequate treatment
of allergies; and are highlighted
by -follow the old adage that
snoring will stop if a person is
rolled over on one side."
A professor of speech patho-
logy at Florida A and M, Dr.
Boulware points out that snor-
ing is generally the result of
nasal obstruction of one kind or
another. He urges parents to.
use every precaution to prevent‘:
snoring in their children, one
sure way being to keep the
child healthy, thus removing -
the cause of snoring and there-
fore, snoring itself.
Dr. Boulware warns t ht
homemade remedies may do
more harm than good. Since
snoring results from obstruct-
ion of the nasal passages, a
doctor should be consulted to
see if there is an organic cause
of snoring.
BUY DIRECT & SAVE'
Guaranteed
100% HUMAN HAIR
WIGS
Extra thick,
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for both partners are teenagers, CLOCK WORK
among city-dwellers than among 
the 
,
country-dwellers, when two SHEERING. England—(UPI)l
I partners have known each other'— Birds weigh heavy on ea
hands of time in the church
OW less than two years and have
girl is likely to marry the hand- But many of the statistics are,
some boy and Plain Jane willlehanging. The age gap between'
wed Plain John, reveals the bride and groom, for instance,
April Seventeen in a report on
social scientists' findings about
who marries whom. And when
a girl finds her future husband,
he's likely to be living close to
her own bzekyard.
*, NEW YORK (UPI) — What once belonged to
the men closet now also belongs to Haute Couture.
3...+If you can imagine a natural mink coat lined with
recrand white striped sheets, or a reversible Mongolian
lamb coat with a crazy quilt lining, also made from
sbeits, you're getting the idea.
• • •
ble, with swinging short coat
take what designer Paul- cut from a white, all-wool
me rigere has created from
a ck, gold and beige sun-
hurl patterned bedspread. She's
ereufel'a black, gold and beige
rat evening gown, that's
wb .
I
1i
The gown sweeps the floor at
the back and is shortened to just
above the ankle in front. To
finish off the gown — a hem-
line fringe which was the bed-
spread's border, and a giant
black taffeta bow tied at center
front. The taffeta was not part
of the original spread.
It is not new when designers
raid upholstery and drapery
fain* departments for brocades,
liethits and homespuns to turn
fl'an.•.ready-to-wear, and terry-
cloth the making of towels, is
a siondard in sportswear.
10 
i
• • •
4t is new is such as sheetslintel mink, the idea of furrier
Jaellhes Kaplan, or John Moore,
theilkxas-born designer who did
Mrs. Lyndon R. Johnson's In-
augural ball gown. turning his
haled to cocktail dresses made
Mt shower curtains.
blanket. and added jewelled
buttons to its double-breasted
sllhoutte.
He paired it with a sleeveless
and collarless skimmer dress
made from a subtly striped
satin moire shower curtain.
Seventeen designers used their
Imagination on bedspreads.
bath towels, blankets, sheets
pillow cases, and shower cur-
tains to create a "spectacular"
for Fieldcrest, which just hap-
pens to manufacture all the
items mentioned. The firm
showed the results last week at
a pool-side fashion show at the
Four Seasons Restaurant.
Some hemlines occasionally
dipped into the water, but Mrs.
June Mohler, the company's
fashion coordinator assured,
"water won't hurt them."
Unfortunately the manufac-
turer is not duplicating the de-
signs for the home seamstress.
It plans to send the show on the
road — for retail store promo-
tion. But with a little skill at the
needle, why not try your hand
The Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA will begin summer ac-
tivities for teen-agers on June
8. These activities will include
Out-ofTown as well as in-town
programs.
On June 8th — approximate-
ly ten Y-Teens and the Teen.
Age Director will leave Mem-
phis for Bristol- Va., to attend
the Kentucky-Tenn., Interracial
Leadership Conference. This
Conference will be held at Sul-
lins College, with Dr. R e x
Knowles, Chairman of the Psy-
chology Department at Centre
College in Danville, Ky. as con-
sultant. Y-Teens from Tenn.,
Kentucky and Virginia will at-
tend the week-long Conference.
Then on June 19, approxi-
mately 30 Y-Teens will leave
from the Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA, to tour Washington, D.
C.. and all the educational
sights in the nations capital
Philadeplhia, and the Naval
Academy in Anapolis, Mary-
land
In town programs for girls at
SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1966
CAREER GIRLS — Completing a novel business training program at the
college level, conducted by New York university and sponsored by Standard
Oil company of New Jersey are, from left, Misses Lydia Carino, Margaret
Gomez and Jacqueline Gantt, seen as they receive certificates from assistant
Dean Warren Bower of NYU's Division of General Education. They were
among 16 young women, all academic students recommended by their teach-
- — - —
DL I: EN DER
JFK's Famous
Words Unheeded
Dear Defender:
I am writing to let you know
that I am disappointed in my
government. The late President
John F. Kennedy said, "ask
not what your country can do
for you, but what you can do for
your country." Now I believed
'n that. I am now wondering.
Last year, I went to see if I
could join the army . . . my
country's army. I made the
choice before graduation, and I
have been given the run-around
ever since. I feel that when
thousands of men are trying to
avoid the service and are like-
ly succeeding, here I am, one
girl prepared to serve my coun-
try. I don't understand why I
am being denied.
I have been trying ever since
graduation (June, 1965), but I
was told to come back in Octo-
ber, 1966. This was in October
of 1965. After the disappoint-
ment, I decided it would be bet-
ter for me to go back to school
and get a job.
ers in public and parochial schools of New York City, who attended NYU for
24 weeks on Esse scholarship in order to acquire from professional experts
the basic skills, knowledge and attitudes essential for secretarial skills. All
16 members of the class are now working for Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey) of affiliated companies which have offices in New York.
SOf Marriage Choices h
NEW YORK — The average
teen-age girl will marry a man
twp or three years older than
she, with at least as much for-,
mal education, and quite simi-
lar physically — although he'll
be several inches taller.
What's more, the beautiful
been engaged for less than six
months, when the marriage is
disapproved of by family and
friends, when the two partners
are sharply dissimilar in back-
And ground.
while currently a boy tends
to have more schooling than
the girl he marries, educational
differences, like the age dif-
ference, seem likely to diminish.
The tendency to marry someone
who lives close by is also
weakening, and the girl who goes
to college is more likely to meet
G m miris Suer Program her future husband on the cam-pus-
the Sarah Brown Branch YWC1101, 
When it comes to religion, the
will begin on Monday, June 
27.1pro.b ability is that both bride
and groom will be of the same
There will be three age groups: faith. But while less than 10%
Girls 9-13 will meet on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesdays from
9 to 1:30 p.m. Girls 14 and 1.5
will meet on Thursdays, from
4 to 7:30 p.m.; sod girls 16o1der one are mor
e likely to
and up will meet on Fridays marry outside their faith than
from 4 to 7:30 p.m. ,brides between 17 and 29.
As a result of a special gift
from Elvis Presley, this pro-
gram will provide such special
activities as Field trips to u-
cational and cultural places
the city; a field trip to Shil h
Park in Shiloh, Tenn.; swim-
ming, theater parties; classes
in babysitting and sewing and
many other exciting activities.
Enrollment for this program
will be limited, so if you are
9 years of age or over, you
may pick up application blanks
at the Sarah Brown Branch
YWCA. For further infor m a- After all
tion contact Miss Barbara NI. been accomplished, what are
Neal Director of Teen-Age ac- the chances Of divorce? It is
tivities at the YWCA. 'more likely to occur when one
of Protestant or Jewish marri-
ages are mixed, Catholic inter-
marriages run to about 30%.
The "very young bride" and the
In values and attitudes, too,
the trend to similarity continues.
"Marriages occur only rarely
between the girl who loves
children and the man who de-
spises them, or between the girl
who has demonstrated against
the policy in Viet Nam and the
boy who is a member of Young
Americans for Freedom," the
articles discloses. "And contrary
to popular belief, the emotionally
stable girl does not marry the
clear!) neurotic boy."
the matching
Now ...Linen Closet
oe,s 'Haute Couture
at the linen closet level.
Some of the
designers had:
the other
Donald Brooks turned floral
patterned towels in blue and
violet tones into a sleeveless
hostess coat worn over slim
slacks of the same fabric and
finished off with a long-sleeved'
crepe (not from the linen I
closet) blouse.
Oscar De La Renta used deep-
textured white towels to make
a short cocktail coat with white
mink banding the collar a n ci
bordering the closing.
Daphne Logan, a designer
from Jamaica, turned a red and
white polka dot patterned towel
into a bikini.
Adele Simpson used a thermal
blanket, in white, to make into
a slacks and coolie coat cos-
tume, with the slacks topped
by overblouse made of bandana
patterned pillow cases.
HOLLYWOOD — Acquiring
automobilies of various makes
and body styles is the hobby
of Actor Tony Curtis, starring,
for Warner Bros. in "Not With
My Wife, You Don't!" For a
time Curtis owned a Sunday
and a weekday Rolls Royce.
Now he has a different car to
drive each day of the week.
clock here and keep Vicar
James Rees trim.
The birds perch on the clock's
hands and alter the time. Rees
has to climb a 40-foot ladder
daily to put the clock right.
WOMEN'S DAY AT
Presidents of women's residences at Ten-
nessee State University enjoyed hearing
the* special guests discuss "Women Face
the Nation: Responsibilities and Rewards"
on Women's Day. An international panel par-
ticipated in the special assembly, when 40
outstanding women students at the Univer-
sity were cited. This group continuing the
discussion are (from left) Mrs. Amrit Lal
So I got a job, contented my-
self with the idea of going to
college, but I was called back
In January and they accepted
me, BUT I was overweight and
instructed to lose some weight,
so I did. I cooperated with them
100 per cent — everything they
asked me to do, I did.
Now I'm told if I never lose
the weight, I can't go. I feel
that this should have been ex-
plained to me in the first place
and a lot of time and paper
work could have been saved. I
feel that I have been done a
great injustice.
I've been cooperative — why
haven't they?
I've almost lost faith in my
country.
Phyllis Brooks
TENNESSEE STATE
of New Delhi, India; Mrs. Leon Mwambai
of Elizabethville, The Republic -of the Con-
go; Presidents Regina Scott of Gary, Ind.,
Wilson Hall; Myra Guyton of Jacksonville,
Fla., Women's Residence Center; Anna Kin-
nard of Franklin, Tenn., Milliken Hall; and
Olivia Taylor of Brownsville, Tenn., Hale
Hall. (Photo by Joe Zinn)
COMPARE our '66 PRICES!
1966 FORD GALAXIE
V-8 with Cruise-A-Matic,
power steering, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!
We Trade For Anykhing of Value
Such As Horses, Cows, Dogs,
Boats, Motors, Trailers, Guns, Etc.
1966 MUSTANG 2245
HER FIF FORD
With Cruise-A-Motic,
transmission, radio,
heater, WSW tires and
other extras!
WHERE YOU WILL FIND
LOW CASH SAVING
PRICES ON FINE
QUALITY FOODS AND
WHERE YOU WILL BE
SERVED WITH COURTESY
eome See Skift ducteSturef
PEARS
Can3 For $100
Rib End
Sliced Ends
BACON* -
4:i!:.99e
Fresh, Lean
& Meaty
Neck Bones
15'
WE HONOR GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS 
THESE FINE A&P FOOD STORES SERVING THE
MEMPHIS AREA AND JACKSON, TENN
4770 POPLAR
423 N. CLEVELAND
1833 LAMAR
2437 POPLAR
3463 SUMMER
3561 PARK AVE.
2131 fRAYSER AVE.
115 E. kAFAYME
Jackson, Tenn.
arriees EftertiveThru Saturday
:0
A Jr•
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•
He Scores ‘, .The Swinger," Marring Ann-1Margaret, Tea y Franciosa,
• '41'
• Robert Coote and Horace Mc-
Marty Paiel'h tia, been signed
by producer-director George
Sidney to Compose, Strange
and conduct an original music
score for Paramount . Pictures'
Mations.
"The Swinger," which will
premiere soon throughout the
United States, was filmed in
teehnicolor.
Armour's Sliced
LUNCHEON
BARBECUE
NAM & CHEESE
PIZZA LOAF
NEW ENGLAND
HALF
MEAT
LOAF
PRICE
LOAF
LOAF
6P141.
6 oz.
Pk g.
6 or.
Pk g.
6 or.
Pkg.
6 oz.
Pk g.
SALE!
.
0
each
'Open
'til Midniqnt
Es,ery Vey
02
11129
CHIIIII
110A1)
MS
IL MITCHILL
1934
Llamaderitele
Armour
CHUCK 
Heavy Steer B••f
ROAST 0
FRYERS
CUT-UP
Lb.
Cont•r Cut Armour
BEEF ROAST Lb.
PORK LIVER Lb.
Fresh
PICNIC, Armour Lb.
PORK RIB ROAST Lb.
CHICKEN LEGS Lb.
HAMS, Shank, Armour Lb.
Armour Smoked PICNIC Lb. 39
Armour Heavy Steer Bee4
ROUND STEAK Lb.
SIRLOIN STEAK Lb.
-C1.11B STEAK Lb.
RIB STEAK Lb. 79'
HAMBURGER 21/
MEAT
Lb.. $100
/4
Armour Heavy Steer Beef
ROUND Bone Roast Lb'
111101ish BF. Roast Lb.
Chicken BREAST Lb. 0
PORK STEAKS Lb. 4 9
PATIO BF. ROAST Lb.
Country RIBS, Pork Lb.
Plantation SAUSAGE Lb'
MACON CAorlmuomub:a Lb.
CHUCK GROUND LLeamb.
HAM SLICES End CutLb. 9.0PORK CUTLETS Lb.Breakfast HAM 3•5 L b. Avg.PORK CHOPS mixLb.
Armour Heavy Ste•r Be•f
T-BONE STEAK Lb. 89°
FRANKS, Armour 12 oz.
POLISH SAUSAGE Lb. 45c
SAUSAGE, Armour Lb.
*ELL EY '5, COUP Ot7et et.
\ • k aidedi 41. I
if
irl
I With
I ..
POTATOES
Coupon
RED
and On•
Void
.
10
Dollar Purchase
After Sat. Jun•
Lbs.
4th
4ft
I
—
Rosedale Sliced
PEACHES 
2 ; Con
' 29 o/.
Gold /Ando!
White Syrup
FLOUR' 2 Lbs. 190
KARO 16 oz.
L,bby's
FRUIT For Salad 17 oz.
KELLEY'S COUPON 
S 
I
I
.•
•
I
IV
' . Gel denrich
Limit(3 lbs•) OLEO
With Coupon and
Void
On•
After
_
A 5.irl.s 6
F u II
Poun d Y
Dollar Purchas•
.
Jun• 4.k
441
I
I / .
..Nb....iegi./ l‘StAkt$41
...w
COTTON MAID Starch 51,`.'ir rlaYt 290
AH
JELL°
Fiavors
3 oz.
Size 54
Prices good Full Week ur;Tas. stsoid otherwise.
Good Now throu gh Jun• 7th. Limit Ri ghts R•served.
Jock Sprat
SALAD DRESSING Os-
Cracker es,,el 2 Lbs.
CRACKERS
HONEY Jack Sprat 16 or. Size'
A..
ti
WATERMELONS Half
Chicken NECKS 5 Lbs.
Chicken GIZZARDS 2 Lbs. 59C
SALT MEAT 2i Lbs..
PIG FEET 7 Lbs.
PIG TAILS 3 Lbs.
BF. SIM)ItT IIVIIS..:: 4 Lbs. 
$ 100
, HOG MAWS ' 4 Lbs.
LIBBY'S FRUIT For Salad 17 Or. - 5 for
KELLEY'S IS AUTHORIZED P THE FEDERAL
,GOVERNMENT TO ACCEPT FEDERAL FOOD COUPONS
peting schools for the cream of
this past season's basketball tal- State had Robinson scouted
ent in this area. A few weeks numerous times and each time
ago the congenial mentor final- the reports had Freddie per-
ly got widely-soughtafter star forming even more fantastically
Freddie Robinson signed to a than the initial observation.
MSU pact. Although Robinson's This was followed by match-
high school, Rosa Fort of Turn. ing Rosa Fort against Carver
Ca, Miss., is only 38 miles down in a preliminary contest to the
the road, the key figure in get- MSULoyola closh in the Mid-
ting the promising jumping South Coliseum before a near
jack inked took the Tigers cage capacity crowd, By the recep-
contingent deep in the heart of tion given Robinson by M S U
the Delta. fans, it was apparent they were
ready for State to sign its first
During most of the season scholarship cager of color.
Oklahoma had the inside track
sisNippi faster than any lynch
mob could pull the vanishing
act and wouldn'tt have been
because of squatter's rights. The
Sooners from Norman w ere
hopeful that their prize plum
would make it through the
round ball campaign with the
least amount of regional expo-
sure. If OU's plan had been
successful Robinson would have
been whisked away from Mis-
Robinson's coach James Neal
who, according to reliable sour-
ces, was offered a job by a lo-
cal firm that would have been
a substantial increase in h i s
pay, led MSU officials to be-
lieve he was in favor of his meal
ticket matriculating at M S U.
Then Mississippi Valley College
THE NONCONNAH LODGE, No. 860, Brotherhood of
Railway Carmen of America (BRC of A) of the Illinois Cen-
tral Railroad, held their annual banquet at the Alcy Acre
Country Club, May 13. The' elected officers present, from
left to right were: William Rawls, Grievance Committee,
Willie Neal, treasurer; James Benton, financial and re-
cording secretary; John Smith, trustee; Fred Williams,
- - -
Sports Horizon
RECRUITING WAR
Coach Dean Ethers of Mem-
phis State has rolled up both ent, about the only thing that
sleeves and is currently fight-'heard, from until he was safelyobffiding for an athlete is get-
ing a full-fledged war with corn- enrolled in the Big Eight insti- ting him officially registered in
a given school. Then that isn't
fool proof because there is the
chance, admittedly on rare oc-
casions, an athlete will lay out
a year of competition if a
school's offer becomes too lu-
crative to refuse.
Memphis State didn't give up
when Robinson anhounced he
had changed his mind and was
following his guardian
-coach to
MVC for this was probably a
part of the deal., Elhers made
a surprise announcement at a
Sportsmanship Banquet about a
month ago that Robinson had
changed his mind again and
MSU had landed him. Elheris
later revealed that a talk with
his brother, a teacher in Yazoo,
Miss., sealed the deal.
CAGER SWITCHES
Peetiles University Shop, an
amateur cage team made up of
mostly former Tigers stalwarts
3 Area Students Win ACLS
NEW YORK — Three Uni- summer study in linguistics.
versity of Chicago graduate Whiners from 
students were among 34 Amer-
Chicago were
leans and foreigners awarded Lloyd B. 
Anderson, Charles —
grants by the American Coun- James N. Bailey, 
and Jeirold
cil of Learned Societies f o r S. Cooper.
vice president; Fritz Catchings, chairman of Trustees, Gar.
field Shelton, president; and Robert Rawls, local chairman.
The honored guests for the occasion included Congressman
George W. Crider (D.-Tenn.), and Rev. J. M. Lawson, Jr.,
pastor of Centenary Methodist Church.. The approximately
290 guests present expressed appreciation for the occasion
by their applause of the speakers and by their gaiety.
of Itta Bena, Neal's alma in,a-linformed Ethers that Milton Sul-
ter, offered him an assistantilivan, 6-4 scoring phenom on a
basketball coaching job. B y Jonesboro, Ark. independent
this time Robinson had verbal- team was a fine prospect. Sul-
ly ommitted himself to E 1- livan's case was a bit unusual
hers, however, in this day of because Sullivan was taking al
mad scrambling for prime tal-
correspondence course to give
him the required 16 units to
graduate from Booker T. Wash-
ington High School. Like Robin-
son, Sullivan has several col-
lege offers and to make matters
more complicated, he has
agreed to attend both Memphis
state a n d hometown Ar-
kansas State.
Early last week Sullivan ex-
plained that he was upset over
not being able to participate in
B.T.W.'s graduation exercises
and came to Memphis and sign-
ed a national letter of intent
to attend school here. Later in
the week ASC made it known
that Sullivan was all cleared to
play for" the Indians in Jones-
boro. Coach Marvin Speight in-
dicated that Sullivan had alrea-
dy signed a grant-inaid with
Arkansas State before he came
to Memphis State to sign. Sul-
livan played with the indepen-
dent team because he had com-
pleted four years of action with
Washington.
Thanks To Memphis For
The Attention You Have
Shown On Our Opening
COMET
Equipped with two.ton• exterior
bright upper door and rear quarter window
homes, red or blue vinyl
interior, special carpeting, dislux• wheel
cover, white sidewall tires
and safety group.
ONLY $2,095
MERCURY MONTEREY 2-door hardtop
fully equipped with radio, multi-drive transmission, all-vinyl $
interior, whitewalls, deluxe whei1 covers with spinners,
padded dash and visors and special safety group . . .
specialy priced at 
PLUS unlimited FREE Speed Car washes for a full year . with every new Comet,
Mercury or English Ford purchased at Schilling on Union. (and ONLY Schilling has it!)
ON UNION 
117 UNION AVE. • 272.7141 LINCOLN • MERCURY • ENGLISH FORD
Why drink
a 6 year old
when you
can drink
an 8 year old?
WHY NOT DRINK
8 YEAR OLD
KENTUCKY
TAVERN? IT'S AN
OLD SMOOTHIE
Oterionore D.stilkerree Co., louievilte-Ovvenehorn tty 5 li6A1
tution.
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Negro Strength Shown Again
PHILADELPHIA — (NP!) 
—
The potency of the Negro vote,
...--which earlier this month was
.--wcharacterized by the fielding of
• 52 Negro candidates in the pri-g
a mary in Alabama, was again
I
demonstrated in two Eastern
cities last week.
In Pennsylvania, out of Phil-
adelphia, State Rep. Herbert
Is the race to tee off for a
run-off.
Neither incumbent Mayor
Hugh Addonizio, nor his prin-
cipal opponent, Leo P. Carlin,
was able to win a majority in
the Democratic primary.
A similar situation is in the
offing in California, where Dr.
Carlton 11. Goodlett, publisher,
Iseeking the Democratic nomi In Alabama, where it all be-
nation for governor, opposing4an this month, 18 of the origi-
incumbent Edmund (P a t)inal 52 Negro candidates a r e
I Brown. sharpening up their drives,
Though he does not expect to
win in the June 7 primary, Dr.
Goodiett feels that with the Ne-
gro vote solidly behind him, be
may be able to force CRISCOS-
1WHWI from the governor that en to the state legislative ra-
will end the "political slavery ces and the efforts of four seek-
in hopes of coming out on top
in the run-off slated for May
31
Special attention is being giv-
Arlene dealt a crushing blow San Francisco Sun Reporter, is of Negroes in California." tog county sheriffs' positions.to local political machinery to 
become the Democratic nomi-
nee in the general election for
He accomplished this by tak-
ing six out of seven wards in
the Third Senatorial District.
His only loss was in the 43rd n
ward, in which Mayor James
H. J. Tate is leader.
In winning the nomination,
he defeated Tate's choice, in-
cumbent Louis J. Johanson, by
a 2-1 margin. Arlen now faces
mortician Henry J. Nimmons,
unopposed Republican condi -
date in the November elect-
ions, but whatever the outcome,
there will be at least one Ne-
gro in the state senate.
In Newark, N. J., Kenneth A.
(;ibson failed to win in his bid
for the mayoral seat, but his
Plagues Klansmen
Jersey And The South
TRENTON, N. J. — (NP!)—
The Ku Klux Klan has run into
big trouble — both locally and
throughout the South.
In Trenton, a massive cross-
burning rally was prohibited by
* court order obtained by State
Attorney General Arthur J.
Sills.
Meanwhile, throughout t h e
South, Klansmen charged i n
murder cases were struck by
Insanity, family upsets, death,
imprisonment, and even charges
polling of 20 per cent of the violating the Pure Food a n d
total vote caused his opponents Drug act.
- - —
:Jim Crow In Britain
-Stings Negro Cleric
LONDON — (UPI) — Negro
Baptist minister Howard Jones
came all the way from Oberlin,
Ohio, to London to encounter
racial prejudice "every bit as
ugly and unjust as anything we
have back home."
After spending Tuesday night
in a luxury flat booked for him
while here as a member of the
Billy Graham Crusade team,
Rev. Jones, a 45- year-old father
of five, said he was told: "You
will have to get out. We do not
allow Negroes here."
"I was very surprised," Jones
said. "I was told that color is
not a big issue in Britain.
"I planned to take a look at
London's colored communities
end maybe write about what I
saw. I didn't dream I would be
involved in something like this.
I have encountered all sorts of
prejudice in America, but I have
never been asked to leave a
hotel or flat."
Two white clergymen, staying
in the same house booked by
the crusade for evangelists in
the cosmopolitan Earls Court
district, also moved out in pro-
test when Jones got his walking
papers.
ruberBRCe6"-T2.41"51
APPLIANCE
FURNITURE CO. ?tr:,
1348 POPLAR AVENUE s.-4, of customers*or swat 10 years.
C•rwer of Poplar and Chtwolanal
AIR CONDITIONER
• 7 quiet-maker features We'll Maki, Arrangsmenfi
* Furniture styled! With for your Electric Wiring,
hardwood fronts — Installation and 
combine
into cli Easy Paymont.
in walnuf finish. --...--.....—..
• Famous Norge qualify. NO MONEY DOWN
Dopsodabls year after FIRST PAYMENTIN JUNEI
Years from now you'll be glad it's
year.
0
HUNTER
WINDOW
FANS
sl" Per Week
1st Payment In JULY
t
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LlyING cROOrs7915
.1 SUITE
3 PIECE
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MATTRESSES
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New Jersey banned the big
Klan rally, it was learned, be-
cause the state feared violence,
although the official reason for
outlawing it was that Negroes
would not be allowed to attend.
At least three busloads a f
Black Muslims were planning
to crash the rally, to be held
on the Fairton farm of Andrew
C. Watson.
Other Negroes planned to go
to the rally despite Klan
threats. Some NAACP leaders
called on Negroes to "march on
the rally."
Civil rights groups, mean-
while, announced that they
would hold a counter
-demon-
stration down the road from the
Klan rally.
At the same time, Klasmen
seemed to be struck by t he
"vengeance of the Lord"
throughout the South.
Joseph Howard Sims, 43, a
Klansman charged with mur-
dering Lemuel Penn, also was
accused of shooting his estrus-
led wife in an Athens hospital,
I where she worked.
BUDDHIST CARRIES A WHITE FLAG
Carrying a small white flag, a Buddhist monk walk In
front of a unit of troops circling the Vien Hos Dao pagoda
during anti-government demonstrations by Buddhists in
Saigon. Gas-masked troops used tear gas to break up stone-
throwing youths who shouted and-Hy slogans. Political un-
rest continued as tear-gas-hurling South Vietnamese Marines
broke up demonstrations led by Buddhist monks and nuns
chanting "Down with Nguyen Cao Ky." (UPI Telephoto)
3 Senators Push
Narcotic Probes
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —: dangerous drugs.
Three Senators are pushing: —McClellan, chairman of the
separate inquiries that are like :Sentte Criminal Laws and
ly to lead to new federal con- Procedures Subcommittee, has
completed bearings on his own
trols on narcotics and treat ; bill, similar in most respects
ment of drug addicts. Pi the Administration measure.
The three—Sens. Robert F
Kennedy, D-N.Y., Thomas J.
Dodd, D-Conn., and John L tion Subcommittee has schedul-
McClellan, D-Ark. — are in
something of a sweepstakes,
each working practically with-
out regard for the other's ef- Of the three, Dodd has the
forts, best credentials in this area.
In the race towards creation His subcommittee developed
of the new controls — which the curb on "goof balls" and
may place greater emphasis on "pep pills" and has investigated
hospitals care for addicts rath- the broad field of narcotics and
er than jail terms — the three drugs for many years.
are lined up this way: In addition, Chairman James
—Dodd, chairman of the Sen- 0. Eastland, D-Miss., of the
ate Juvenile Delinquency Sub- Judiciary Committee assigned
committee, is holding hearings to Dodd Administration legisla-
on the Administration's bill on tion and bills sponsored by In-
the control of narcotics and dividual members.
—Kennedy, a member of the
Senate Executive Reorganize.
ed hearings later this month on
the hallucination — inducing
drug, LSD.
Memphis' Largest Armstrong
Floor-Covering Dealer
1.,, rgest dealer inventory in Mid-South—If
nu don't believe it; come see us.
—PRICES ARE UNBELIEVABLE—
Inside doer volts  (eo lock) S1 0.i5
Birch inside door units  (incl. lock) S12.95
lit asphalt tile tech ec
LYON parielisq.....1/4-414 each S 3.19
Quality storm doers—Full 17. pro-hung $15.15
Siding—All patterns  559.00
Teak hardboard paneling 1/4"-411 -S 4.49
Insviation-11/4" foldback fiberglass $21.15 M
Alunsioum window units S 6.15
Woodos wieder" welts (crunpleta) $ 2.15
Sheetrock 1/4"-4a  11c
Sheetrock 1 2"-451 S 1.47
Reefing, 15 yr.-235 lb. sq. S 5.1/
White ceiling tile sq. ft. Sc
Ns. 1 Oak flooring 1'1" 571 M
No. 2 Oak fleering 11/2" 151 M
lig Mill VP No. 4 (disnousioris) $51 M
214's Stud ledge pole (min. 100 pieces) each 32c
216 Coder (Hiro 16 ft) S7/ M
214 leaden, length ceder SO IA
1r12 hg Mill No. 3 VP 511 M
2110 VP Ns. 3 S11 M
9 1613 VP Flg. (No. 2 sod bettor) S61 M
Creosote White Gal. $1.11
Outside keys* psi** "ON and Lees" ....Gal. S2.15
Redwood Stain Gal. S2.11
Barrett* Yarn Gel. 52.11
Son Glow P&D Gel. 52.51
"These prices are cash and carry *illy—
heeling orronged. No holdieg tickets or side deals"
In two and ouf•ef.town customers. Special cash and carry viral
on eer entire neck of isomber fed building Anaferials. TOO inn.y
items te litt Mom all—but shown •r• some et smir lee, lew
W. cancan handle year *Wm holIdl.f weeds, if not 1.
stock we sae get nem for yew of a small haradlleg
chary*. Delivery terms always arranged.
HYMAN BUILDERSSUPPLY
1129 FLORIDA WH 1-1644
•
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPLAR (At Mendenhall)
MIDTOWN-1620 MADISON
ORK
CAMP'S
16 Oz.
254
CATTLEMAN'S
BAR-Bill SAUCE
19 Oz 33'
Frozen MINUTE MAID
. Concentrate
ORANGE JUICE 
00312 Oz.
Cans 
$ 
SWIFT'S
BEEF STEW
24 Oz.
92 LIM1i 3
3 LIMIT
knAnararatf
4•A
LB.
BAG
With coupon and $5.00 additionoT purchase. Coupon
expires or Noon, June 8th. On• of each coupon p•r
customer. To redeem both coupons, takes a S10.00 •CP
additional purchase, excluding value of coupon mer-
chandise. (Fresh milk products, and tobacco, •x-
cluchod In compliance with state laws.)
LIGHTCRUST
FLOUR
2 LIMIT
BLbo.x3.8
MARTHA WHITE• 5 21
CORN MEAL LbB a g
M I X
FRED MONTESI
BREAD
5' OFF ON
WE HOW
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
DOMINO or
GODCHAUX
SUGAR
,tinnt,ent,
I.
SMUCKER'S
STRAWBERRY
PRESERVES
20 Oz
2-16 Oz. LOAVES WHITE, OR 1-24 Oz. WHITE
or 2-16 Oz. LOAVES WHEAT BREAD
0LN
Wit!,  coupon c po.anodn5m5.h.0,0c oodnd e fdi si ona(l' roehusrc eiose, ne lud ng
value milk products
end tobacco also vicluded in compliance with state
law). One coupon per cuatomair. Coupon •xpirels
W•dn•sday Noon, Jun• s.
-FIRED NiONTFSiTPtir
'Yellow Qtrs. • Lb. LIMIT 4
ot4o Is nr4,-
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Jury Finds Man
Guilty In Social
Security Fraud
A Federal Jury here in Mem-
phis found a 64-year-old man
guilty on May 12 on two counts
of pretending to be an em-
ploye of the Social Securi
Administration and he was s
tenced to three years in prison.
Lewis Green was convicted
on two counts of falsely rep
senting himself as a workeri
for the agency. He was con-
victed for having obtained $220
and $140 in 1964 and 1965 while
pretending to represent Social
Security.
In addition to prison terms
Judge Marion S. Boyd fined
Green a total of $500.
Fisk Names Six
To Trustee Board
NASHVILLE — Fisk Univer-
sity has named six new mem-
bers to its Board of Trustees,
including two alumni trustees,
Dr. Ira T. Bryant, a Houston,
Texas, educator and Dr. John
T. King, president of Huston
Tillitson College, Austin, Texas.
The other trustees are Ber-
nard Combemale, president of!
the Banque Mobiliere et Indusl
triele, Paris, France; Christian!
Herter, Jr., secretary of Soco-
ny-Mobil Oil Co.; Henry Hook
er, Nashville attorney; and Mrs"
Harvey (Jean) Picker, wife of'
the president of Picker X-ray
Co
Bass To Speak
Senator Ross Bass, Tennes-
see's junior lawmaker in that
house, will give a speech at
the 1966 Collegiate Ball. T h e
confirmation was given by his
secretary, Miss Phyllis Ross,
who was chosen as "M i s s
Collegiate of 1966."
Senator Bass is scheduled to
arrive in Memphis on Friday.
June 3, for the affair.
MERIT AWARD WINNERS — The 1966 recipients of
Memphis Branch of the NAACP's Merit Awards were pre-
sented to three persons at the mass meeting by Mrs.
Maxine A. Smith, executive secretary. From left are
Jesse H. Bishop, Mrs. Judith Coulter, Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
AKAs Presents 10
To augment its scholarship
fund, Beta Epsilon Omega chap-
.1. I
ter of Alpha Kappa Alpha SO-
rority will stage The Magic
World of Fashions" this Sunday
June 5, in Melrose High School
Auditoriumt 4•
The show in playlet will fea-
ture over 100 children. Special
the Mary Hohenberg. The Merit awards are given each year
to workers who have made outstanding contributions to
the cause of freedom during the previous year. (Withers
Photo)
Writer Blasts
Whites Chapel court's Ruling
The promotional program of,
the eighth grade was held on
Thursday night, May 19, in the
school cafetorium.
"When the hymn, God of
Our Fathers began, 41 boys
and gins were waiting to step
off. The theme was "Education
is the Key to the Future."
After a welcome by Lenoice
White, and a song, -God Bless
America," "The Lord's Prayer"
and the response, "Hear 0 u r
Prayer, 0 Lord," given by
members of the class.
An instrumental trio, "M y
Task" was given by Julia Eliza-
ker, Thelma Minion and Eliza-
beth Shepherd; a poem, "Equip
meat," recited by Thelma Min-
ion, and the valedictor speech
delivered by Julia Walker.
Parks.
Presentations were made to
the class by Mr. Parks, atten-
dance certificates by Mrs. Wat-
son, honors bestowed by Mrs.
Rockwell, and adult certificates
by Rev. Joseph Simmons su-
pervisor of adult education.
Much success is wished for
the class of 1966. The teacher-
sponsors were Mrs. Ora Rock-
well, Kurt McKinney and Mrs.
Elizabeth Watson.
The guests included Mrs. Lu-
cinda Parks, mother of t h e
principal; Misses Annie and Te-
loise Ezell, his nieces; M r s.
Lillie M. Walker, principal of
seph Simmons, principal of Ne-
shoba school and supervisor of
adult education, and Joseph To-
ney, guest of, Mrs. Delia Wil-
liams.
The guest speaker for t h e The final program for t h e
service was Earl Walker, as- 3-1A class was held May 20,
sistant secretary of the White's with one of its teachers in
iChapel PTA, who was introduc- charge. It was enjoyed by all
ed by the principal, Walter C. students and teachers present.
WATTS AFTERMATH
'Convicted' Then
Freed In Slaying
Scholarships Sunday Wa"tThtseribootitom dropped out and
features of the show are The
announcement of the winner of
the Nursery Contest. the pre-
sentation of 10 scholarships and
the showing of Helen Lee fash-
ions of New York.
Mrs. Lillian Dunn Thomas,
home economics teacher a t
Pearl High School, Nashville,
will narrate the fashions a n d
9-NOTICE NEWSBOYS
Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number
-46...mommoo.•••••101W.
Mother's name._ 
Number of papers wanted weekly
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
•
r also serve as consultant. Mrs.
Georgia Harvey will narrate
fashions in playlet.
A shipment of 20 dresses by
Helen Lee - Alyssa - Alyssa
have been sent to their fashion
chairman, Mrs. Ann Benson.
Final rehearsal for the show
will be held Saturday, June 4
from twelve to four o'clock
P. M.
Scholarships will be present-
ed the following high school
seniors: Miss Mary Robinson,
Manassas, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Robinson; 1111 Barn-
mell; Miss Ann Lois Thomas,
Douglas, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Thomas, 1567 Maple-
wood; Miss Clarese Hobson,
Father Bertrand, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson;
1120 Pearce.
Miss Sammie Kaye Fletcher,
Melrose, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. Fletcher, 1279 Hamil-
ton; Miss Lillian Rowan, Geet-
er, daughter of Mrs. Bessie
Rowan, 55 E. Geeter Road;
FRIGIDAIRE SALE!
OVER SO MILLION PRODUCTS BUILT and SOLD!
"THESE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS WHY MORE AND MORE PEOPLE BUY AT ACE APPLIANCE"
The Largest Frigidaire
Dealer la Mid-South
ONE DAY FRET
Delivery Service
FREE
1•Year Service
Tim Largest Steck Of
FrigWeire perk la
Mid-Seali
Factory
Trollied Mechanics
10 Redie Dispatched
Service Tracks
.
Appliesca Specialists
e
—
Servleg Memphis Area
Far Over 20 Years
90-DA'f TERMS
No Carrying Charge
14 Years Servic•
Award Frani Frigidaire
r
We Service
What We 5•11
Order by Plena,
immiadiate Delivery
Compare These Prices
FRIGIDAIRE 2-door! 16-Ft.
Cycla-Motic Defrosting
• Flip-Quick Ice Ejector ends HOU and
barks, of gifting out ice. Sig capacity
CS ssi,ar.
• Protected ice frays, ready fa Ade 'sof.
• Plus the Power COPNJI• for
%WC, Ag• Rring•rerent
FREEZER HOLDS
149 POUNDS
FREE FRIGIDAIRE 12,000 BTUAIR CONDITIONER
TO SE seam AWAY SATURDAY, JUNE 70.
COME IN EITHER STORE FOR DETAILS
Buy
W1111 TRANS
Now and Save
FRIGIDAIRE AIR CONDITIONEP
QUIET OPERATION
BRAND NEW 121199
,000 BTU's 'r
120 VOL'S
WHY WORRY? LET US
Ihr Too florfr4•41 WIrlop Prefer* Is Yew'
Al. C••••••••., 1•5 Yoe Me Pr••••• Al. caa-
A 12J 1114•••r Tam 1110•41--enil Cow/b... All •• 0••
tee= CoMr•e/. ••••• •••• litArr•••
C.
NO
MONEY
-DOWN
NO PAYMENT
.TIL SEPTEMBER
Order By Pb...
I 111111•111•011 DoEvery
1-10 Ff. Uptiqhf REM
Only Frigidaire Gives You
A 5-Year Protection Plan
At No Extra Cost
DIV6riE0 JET 1.04M.f
FOR.T01 DEPENDAMUTYI
tor sr, To Met
hel I., to .4o.
Ito foot To War O.
Lowest priced
Jet Action
2-Speed Washer!
• Ettoollotl Dos, Artioo Ao 40for emotes sottO• jot
unravels to rye .11 y•wr 0••• Ar$:•• cimoimit
• Jr4-Away Uri imirrai—J•44,..y rams "i•fi"
oaf of MIN r• P "t war w AItIttA
• Jot SoLo iota 01•11•• wroiorhily a0r.4140111
Imerf Wog.
• am.. sofft NO 10 how owl Atty. rove area
OrMor NM.% wort
• 2 yeti tool 2 stOo tfoNitwN114 5.
wort volltior NNW.
188
id.
1965 Frigidaire Model Close-Out
C THE CRATE—ALL CARRY FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
.1%4
*188"
$173"
*199"
$158"
$148"
1-12 Ft. 1.Daser Refrigerator
1—D•luz. Automatic WASHER, 2-Speissi Dem•Ipli
1-14 Ff. Chest type FREEZER
1-40 in. Elect. Range
1—Daliere 30 Ws ELECTRIC Pt•nl•
thesi REFRIGERATOR, Guarephissi I Year  *68"
Used WASHER. Guaranteed 1 Year  *911"
1-12 Ff. REFRIGERATOR *148"
1-14 Ff. REFRIGERATOR, breed new *172"
Both Stores Open 8 A.M. to 9 P.M. Daily
3411 SUMMER
%Woo ItoKtool 14411.1
Pbese 324-4406
R. G. Khakis
runny oo PUS PAIX11111 Phone 314-0/1S
L. E. Gash. VIIMITINAVEN
41.1
Miss Pearline Taylor, Carver,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L.
Taylor, 118 Majuba; Miss Tom-
mye Wallace, Washington
daugh of Mrs. Tommie Wallace,
801 Crown; Miss Patricia Odell,
Mitchell Road, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Odell, 413 Gil-
lis Road; Miss Kausandra
Owens, Hamilton, grand -
daughter of Mrs. Ruby Justice,
124 Austin, and Miss LaJean
Francine Martin, Lester, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert,
Cosh Yost
Get -
$ 500.00 
 $ 12.90
$1,000.00 $ 23.70
$1,500.00  34.50
$2,000.00  .S 45.50
$2,500.00 S 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.112
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
APPrOx.
Mo.
Payments
Se Wise! Choose
State Savings Bank
12 MADISON
Dial IA 6.0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's letter to
Sorrow At a lank"
LOS ANGELES —Philip
Bentley Brooks, 23, was convic-
ted and then aquitted of t h e
murder of a sheriff's deputy
here during last summe r's
I lost all faith when I heard
the guilty verdict," said Brooks.
"I felt just the opposite — lift-
ed — when the other verdict
was read."
Martin, 2981 Yale.
Members of the Teen Age
Improvement Club will serve
as ushers. Miss Velma Lois
Jones, is basileus, Mrs. Elma
Mardis, project chairman; Mrs.
Hattie Smith, Chairman o f
Fashion Show. and Mrs. Edna
H. Swingler, Chairman of Pub-
licity.
Have Something
To Sell
Rent
Or Trade?
Let Miss
Defender
Classified
Do It,
CALL JA 6-8397
PEST -
EXTERMINATING CO:
TERMITES-ROACHES
EATER BUGS-RATS
Unused led Beaded
CALL US WORE YOU An
EMBARRASSED
"WE KILL TO LIU"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. PA 7..6033
Dear Defender
What could possibly have
been going on in the minds of
the five justices who pronounc-
ed a decision which granted a
white grocer in Georgia, $85,-
793.05 in damages against the
NAACP because members pick-
eted his store?
This act has set the Negro's
fight for freedom back 50 years
and may set a precedent
throughout the U. S. which will
lead to the destruction of an or-
ganization, civil rights or racial
In structure, which would speak
out against injustice and dis-
crimination.
I do hope that the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund wil I call
upon all the brains in the or-
ganization to fight for a rever-
sal. This sounds like Mc-
Carthyism, Hitlerism or Birch-
ism to me. I'm just appalled.
This must not be allowed to
go unchallenged. The eyes of
the world will be watching this
action. It seems to me that the
United States has had its share
of bad press throughout Europe,
because of its racism. It is time
we stopped fighting for power
within the country and attempt-
ed to unite towards progress in
he business of making this a
better world.
Fay Washington
The mixup occurred when
jury foreman Julius L. Lichter
had slips of paper marked sec-
ond-degree murder, involunta-
ry mqnslaughter and acquittal.
He signed the acquittal ver-
dict, but put the second-degree
murder verdict on top when he
handed the papers to the court
cl rk. The clerk handed the pa-
pers to superior judge L a u-
rence Rittenband. He returned
the papers to the clerk to be
read.
When the clerk read the ver-
dict, the judge looked at him
questioningly. The correct ver-
dict then was read.
Brooks had been accused of
killing deputy Ronald E. Lud-
low, 27, during the Watts riot
last Aug. 13.
THAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
.176 & 175 REAL STREET IA 6-5300
 4
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162164-1U BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
,ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450,
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tri-State Defender goes on sale
each Thursday at the following locations:
ALEXANDER SUNDRY
387 Leath
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
862 Wellington
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsea
BAILEY'S DRUG STORE
2547 Brood Avenue
BELL'S SUNDRY
943 Lauderdale
526-9940
Free Delivery Open 7 Days
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
BOSTON SUNDRY
2649 Spotswood
324-9126
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 College
CENTRAL
PRESCRIPTION SHOP
550 Vance
DAVIS REXALL DRUGS
1550 Netherwood at
S. Willett
EWING ESSO
SERVICE STAT I CN
867 Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Ford Road
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 Firestone
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Park Ave.
324-9322
csOSS PHARMACY
448 Walker Avenu•
JEL DRIVE-IN GROCERY
1560 S. Parkway E.
HAWKINS GRILL
11247 E. McLenvore
JEFFERSON GROCERY
4791 Horn Lake Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
2509 Park Ave.
452-3101
Speedy Delivery
KAUFFMAN DRIVE
IN GRO.
1297 Lauderdale
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
276-9509
Fresh Meats & Veg.
KLONDYKE SUNDRY
129 3 Vollentine
272-3112
Free Delivery
L & H Sundry
142 Silverage
McGOWEN SUNDRY
349 Vance
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyle Ave.
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooks
NEWS MART
Magazines & Newspapers
All Out of Town
Newspapers
10 N. Main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Del. Service
POST OFFICE
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZE DRUG P2
209 Boole
PRESCOTT DRUG
1430 S. Bellevue
PROSPECT REXALL
DRUGS
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SAUNDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Parkway E.
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
DRIVE-IN GROCERY
178 W. Mitchell Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McLernore
948.4576
Pres. & Del Service
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525-8811 526-9727
Prescriptions & Drugs
STROZIER DRUG
2192 Chelsea
276-2588
Pres. & Del. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Florida
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitchell Road
TRIGG AVE. SUNDRY
455 E. Trigg
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
303 Vance
TWO SISTER'S FOOD SHOP
2401 Eldridge
458-9878
Good Foods
VIC'S SUNDRIES
3013 Johnson Ave.
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WAD LINGON
251 E. Ma-Amore
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. Brooks Rd.
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspapers & Magazines
From All Towns
115 Monroe Ave.
526-9920
